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MSU honors Americans in Middle East (
By PATTI BEYERLE
News Editor

On the morning of Aug. 30 in front of Mason Hall.
President Ronald J. Kurth and Murray State
University students and faculty honored the U.S.
service people in the Middle East.
Ribbons were tied around the tree in front of
Mason Hall, the nursing building, as a symbol of
support for these service people, who include reservists from the MSU nursing department, who have
been called to duty.
,..
A yellow ribbon was used to remember the
hostages in the Persian Gulf, while a red, white and
blue ribbon was chosen to honor U.S. service people
there.

· "You have to believe in the folks who are making
this sacrifice and you've got to help them out,"
Kurth said.
Joe Easley, a nursing student who is to graduate
in December, waA called to report to duty Friday
morning, said Nancy Nygnard, chnir·man of the our·
sing department.
Easley is a staff .sergeant out of the 118 Aero
Medical Evacuation Squndron for the Tenness~e National Guard in Nashville.
Linda Clar·k. an associate professor in the nursing
department, was called to report to her unit in
Georgia Tue:;day.
Several students and faculty in the nursing
department who are reservists have also been placed
on alert. Medical personnel tend to go into the
reserves because it is a service that i:> needed,
Nygaard said.
The ribbon ceremony, which was scheduled for
this week, was moved up a& more and more reser·
vists are being called or put on alert. said Nygaard,
who sponsored the event.
Photo by Petti Beyerle

Approximately 75 students, faculty and staff gather in front of Mason Hall I!S Dr. Nancy Nygaard,
chairman of the nursing department, and President Ronald J . Kurth tie ribbons around a tree in honor
of the hostages and service people In the Middle East.

"You're doing it all right," Kurth said. "Five of
the first 10 years that I was married, 1 was gone Con
duty). What kept Charlene going was support
groups like these. Folks need folks."

Kurth defines goals for first year
By RHONNDA KERR
'I would like to teach a
Editor '" Ch1ef
but I have to get ·
class,
During an interview Wednes·
my
feet
on the ground
day, President Ronald J . Kurth
defined the three major objec·
-Kurth
t ives of his fi rst year as chief ex- first. ,
ecutive officer of Murray State
University.
Currently being reviewed by
" My first objective is to learn several senior faculty members.
as much about the University the fmal draft of the stra tegic
as I possibly can - quickly," he plan is expected to be finalized
within t he next two weeks,
said.
Kurth's second object ive for Kurth said.
"Senior faculty members are
the u pcom ing academic year is
studyin g t he drat\ and offering
to study t he budget and persontheir views on the changes I
nel policies of MSU.
want to make," he said.
"I am currently in the process
Among the changes Kurth
of collecting data that will tell wants to make is t he way t he
me what has happened in the success of the U niversity is
past to make the Universtiy measured, he said.
what it Is today," he said.
"We should not measure t he
''Once I understand the past strength and growth of t he
and why Mur ray State is what Universtiy in terms of Ken·
it is, I will be able to project into tucky - how it compares with
the future ."
other Kentucky universities Making a projection about the but in much larger terms,"
future of the University and Kurth said.
utilizing the strategic plan for
"We should not strive to the
long· and short-tt~r m goals is be the best undergraduate in·
Kurth's third obJective.
stitution in Kentucky," he said,

--

~

"but the best undergraduate institution we can possibly be."
Kurth said becoming the best
possible undergraduate institution would increase the stature
of t he University, increase the
value of a diploma from t he
Univeratiy a nd eventually in·
crease enrollment.
Other changes Kurth made in
the str ategic plan include . the
recommendat ion t hat Murray
St ate work on establishing new
bacca laureat e programs, he
sa id.
" For exa mple, I recommended
t hat we start an engineering
college here," he said.
Kurth a lso recommended the
establishment of more programs for students from low·
income families.
" 1 tr ied lo get very specific in
the strategic plan concerning
the preservation of educational
opportunity for talented, prospective students from lower·
income families," Kurth said.
"College tuition in general not at Murray State - has
risen." he said, "and bright,

young people from low·income
families could be easily denied a
college education.
"We need to work on getting
mor e programs for these
students,·• he said.
In the drat\ of the strategic
plan, Kurth also a ddressed
specific ways the University
could be of service to t he
western Kentucky region, he
said.
Kurth said the changes ar e
expected to be approved by the
faculty,, and t he strategic pla n
should be " wrapped up" very

soon.
Other goals of the president
not included in the strategic
plan include solving t he com·
muter parking problem a nd
teaching a class.
"I would like to teach a class,
but I have to get my feet on the
ground frrst," he said. "My top
priority right now is being
president of the University, but
my ambition is to be a teaching
president. We'll see how reality
coincides with my ambition to
teach."
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Recycling Committee formed

By JENNA NEWTON
Staff Writer
Earth Day 1990 matle people
in the Murray community, as
well as all over the world, more
aware of the major environmental prol\lems facipg our world
today.
For those few weeks in April,
it seemed that everyone became
interested in the environment.
People thought twice about
throwing away an aluminum
can; hundreds of faculty
members and students signed
Green Pledges; t-shirts bearing
the "Earth Day" logo sold out
in the bookstore just days after
they arrived.
Now, four months later, the
dust has settled from the whirl·
wind of Earth Day activities.
The t-shirts have faded, arid
hundreds of ''Green Pledges"
are probably well on their way
to biodegrading somewhere in
the depths of the Murray
landfill.
There are, however, many
people in the Murray communi·
ty who are keeping the spirit of
Earth Day alive everyday
through several new committies, clubs and recycling
programs.
When Pat Clement, media
coordinator at Murray State's
faculty resource center, moved
to Murray from Arizona eight
years ago, she was dismayed by
the lack of recyclying facilities
in the Murray area.
Clement decided to raise
awareness about recycling in
the Murray area by forming the
Area Recycling Committee. Clement said about sixty people at·
tended the first ARC meeting
which was held in May
Since that time the ARC has
been h ol din......g m o n t hl y

meetings, has atarted a weekly
informational column in the
Murray Ledger and Times and
has been instrumental in convincing KGA Recycling, a
recycling center owned by Mr.
and Mrs. Kenny Gallimore and
located in Hazel, to open up a
more convenient in-town loca·
tion at 7th and Maple in
Murray.
The group is open to the
public and Murray State
students are welcome to attend,
she said. The next meeting is
scheduled for Oct. 1, but a
definite time, place and date for
the meeting will be announced
in the Murray State News and
the Murray Ledger and Times
prior to the meeting.
Murray State students, facul ty and staff are also actively involved in this recent push to
clean up Murray's act, and
many are starting right here on
Murray State's campus.
Wayne Harper, associate
director of physical plant
grounds maintenance, is chairman of the Murray State
Recycling Committee.
"What our committee is trying to do is get up a paper
recycling program for computer
and desk top paper on campus,"
Harper said.
The committee is focusing on
recycling paper because paper
is the primary contributor to
the waste flow at Murray State,
he said. The recycling project is
also being undertaken in order
to meet a mandate by the state
which says that all state agen·
cies must recycle as much waste
as possible.
Harper plans to have the collection system in place by Nov.
1
The Student Government
Association is also getting in·

volved by making it easier for
faculty, students and staff to
recycle aluminum cans.
Sam Quisenberry, a senior
from Owensboro, is chairman of
a SGA committee which plans
to put aluminum can collection
bins in dorms, classroom
buildings and offices around
campus. The collection process
for the cans will be much like
the one for the office and computer paper.
Murray State already recycles
used motor oil, tires and bat·
teries, and bas compost piles at
the North Farm and otT the
Highway 121 by-pass.
Other Murray State students
are becoming involved with en·
vironmental issues on the Murray State campus and beyond
through a new campus club called Students Aiding the
Vanishing Earth CSAVE).
SAVE is a student organization that meets bi-weekly and
all Murray State students and
faculty members are invited to
attend.
Bryan Miller, president of
SAVE, said the group plans to
kick off the semester by en·
couraging students to sign a
petition against the use of
Styrofoam products at Murray
State.
If you are interested in recycling, but not sure what can be
recycled or where to take it,
here are a few places in Murray
that might even pay you for
your "junk":
• Krogers will pay 25 cents per
pound for aluminum cans. They
will also accept white or colored
glass jars, soft plastic <such a
milk jugs and two liter drink
bottles) and used paper grocery
bags as a service to the
community.
• Calloway County :Middle

i

Kroger
ReCYCle

center
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Photo by JOHN BEANING
Recycling bins, like this one at Kroger, ere • sign of the Murray
community's Interest In environmental Issues such as recycling
aluminum, gleu, and paper.
School will take, as a service to cardboard, newspapers and
the community, aluminum cans scrap metal. Prices vary, with
some items being taken as a ser·
and newspapers.
• K-Mart pays $2 .00 for vice to the community.
recyclable car and boat • Murray Recycling, on North
Fourth Street, takes and pays
batteries.
• KGA Recycling, which has a for aluminum, old appliances
new in·town location at 7th and and scrap metal.
Maple, takes aluminum, glass, • W.A.T.C.H. takes donations
plastic containers, paper and of aluminum cans.
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By MELANIE BUCKLIN
Assistant News Edttor

In this day and age, stretching the dollar is an impor·
tant aspect of American life.
People shop the " day-old"
ta bles at the grocery store,
look for the sale t·acks in
department stores and search
the bargain bins whenever
possible to get their money's
worth .
Finding an affordable, quality college education is no
exception.
As hundreds of high school
graduates search for colleges,
they will be pleased to learn
that Murray State University
has been reported as one of the
best bargains around
·
A report by the College
Scholarship Service of the College Board cited that the
average costs at MSU were
$3,410 compared to a national
average of $4,733.
Johnny McDougal, financial
aid director, said these costs
are 27.9 percent lower than
the national average for fouryear public t·egional
universities.
The breakdown of costs show
an average of $1 ,170 for tuition and fees at MSU, compared to a national average of
$1,694. and $2,240 for room
und boru·d, compared to a national average of $3.039.

McDougal said the tuition
rates for Kentucky colleges
are determined by the Council
on Higher Education in Ken·
tucky through formulas which
vary from reg10n to region.
However, fees, room costs
and dining rates are determined by each campus.
Paula Hulick, director of
housing, said costs are deter·
mined in an effort to fulfill tht.•
mission statement of Murray
State.
1
' It
(the statement) in
essence says that we will try
to offer students an affordable
quality education in every
way possible," she said.
"It is a juggling act to try to
keep our rates reasonable and,
yet, meet our operating costs,"
she said, "but when we can do
it, it is a good deal and we
hope that attracts students."
Bill Benriter, director of food
services, said meal plans
across campuses are widely
vat·ied.
Murray State offers students
a choice between an Any 10
plan for $600, an Any 15 for
$645 or a Full 19 for $685.
Bem·iter said the cost of
these plans are determined on
the missed meal factor.
"This means we know tha t
students are going to miss a
number of meals and we allow
fot· that," he said.

Minority
numbers
•
tncrease
By TERESA MAYS
Staff Writer
Enrollment at Murray State
University has increased to
8,000 for the fifth time in the
school's history. Included in
that increase is a growing
number of minority students.
Of the 8,000 students emolled
at MSU, 5.4 percent are black:
.25 percent American Indian;
.35 percent Asian or Pacific;
and .25 percent Hispanic.
This increase in 1989 at MSU
was the largest minority in·
crease of the traditional white
institutions, satd Phil Bryan,
dean of admissions.
The number of black student!!
at Munay this year represents
a .4 percent increase over 1989.
" Murray State increased
their black enrollment from 4.8
percent to 6.6 percent of the
first-time freshmen and the
first time transfer
undergt·aduates," Bryan said.
School relations and admission counselors played a role in
the incre a s e of minor ity
students, said Lydia Jones.
coordinator of minority student
affairs.
" When they go out to recrutt,
they're doing it well," Jones
said.

..

Library opens doors Tuesday
after recenJ asbestos removal
By BRAD CRAFTON
Staff Wnter

'Overall, I'm satisfied. '
-Harmon

A Labor Day work-a-thon
enabled the Wa~rficld Library
to r·eopen on Tuehday at 8 a .m .
Despite the fact that removal
after a 4-month closure to causes a great deal of asbestos
remove 41,000 square feet of ex- to become airborne, the air
posed asbestos.
quality samples that Wl!re
Coy Harmon, dean of taken since the completion
libraries, said the removal pro- showed an even lower level
cess went. smoothly and he is than prior to abatement, Har·
satisfied with the results mon said.
despite missini the Aug. 27
"The levels were lower than
scheduled reopening date.
"I don't feel a week late is bad OSHA and EPA standards and
when you're talking about a these tests were conducted in·
4-mont.h closure," Harmon said. dependently from the contrac·
During the removal, more tor," Harmon said.
One advantage to the situawiring was removed than had
tion
was that in the process,
been anticipated and this
created a delay. "One side (the Waterfield received a mini·
South side) had to have almost renovation. New paint, curcomplete rewiring of the elec· tains, carpet and chairs were
tric and phone lines," Harmon issued to insure that no
asbestos dust was left on the
said.
premises.
These delays caused the con·'We had to replace anything
tractor to be late in leaving the
where dust could hide. Overall,
job site.
The reference room was not I'm satisfied," Hannon said.
The library also took advan·
made available until 3:30 p.m.
on Aug. 29. All the work was tage of the chaos to reorganize
completed and only the pay the reference room in order to
phone was not connected, Har- make it. more convenient to use.
"The microforms are in a
mon said.
The library itself was over 90 more logical order and the
percent operational on Tuesday shelving in the reference room
with the only areas of concern has been rearranged," said Sanbeing the government dra Sanders, resource librarian.
The library tried to take care
documents section and some of
the stacks on the Jower-levbl. of student and faculty needs
All other areas were expected to over the summer by placing
be ready, Harmon said.
some materials in Pogue
''People may have to walk Library. Hannon said there
around box~s for a few days, but were , not many complaints
we will be done soon, it just because the library sent out a
takes time," Harmon said.
memo advising people to get

what they needed before the
shutdown.
"Most of the compl~ints were
from people who didn't see the
memo, or saw it and chose to
disregard it,'' Harmon said.
Overall, graduate students
may have been the students
who were most affected. "I had
to check out 15 books and read
them over the summer," said
Nick Greenwell, a graduate student from Murray.
"I got the memo, but there
was no way I could predict what
materials I needed 4 months in
advance," said Lori Whitt,
another graduate student.
Some students who were using the library on Tuesd¥Y were
just completing class
assignments that were assigned
during the first week of classes.
"I have been waiting a week
to finish this assignment in my
Library Resources class," said
Jim Kirtley of Central City.
The workers in Pogue Library
were glad . to see the main
library reopen and alleviate
some of the pressure.
Susie Adams has been working at Pogue for about seven
years as a library assistant.
"This summer was much busier
than nor mal," Adams said.
"They had materials from circulation, periodicals and
reference over here until after
summer school."
They didn't begin the move
until after summer school when
they were sure that no students
would be needing the
materials," Adams said.
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Complimentary facial or conditioning
treatment with purchase of haircut
($10value)
•Appolntmert requred
Jane Frldy PraH·-Deslgner

753-6435

Expires 9/30/90

753-3333

Louie's
Steal( 1-{ouse
Home of 100 item food bar
406 N. 12th St.
~···

:
:
:

:.

Murray, Ky
753-2244

······· · · · ··· ·r;~~r·;~··sci.~or ·· ···· ······· ···:.
Special
:
Steak Sandwich & Fries
.:
$1.99

With coupon
Good Monday 10 - Friday 14
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COMMITMENT
TO
COMMUNITY
The Central Housing Staff and Residence Hall Directors say thanks to all the
Resident Advisors who worked so hard during workshop and fall opening.
You've done a super job.
RESIDENT ADVISORS
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Brad Cook
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Susan Craig
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Brad Downen
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MiDdy Howard

DebbieUnd

Elizabeth Thompson

Wade Wins

Sucj Townsend
Brldcette Troutman
Slepbmie Turner
Olris Vaughn
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Jennifer Werstein
Judi Whitfield
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VIEWPOINT
Students should try
to conserve energy
Remember when economy cars
were in, the speed limit was 55 miles
per hour and Jimmy Carter was
President?
At that point in our nation's
history we fought hard to overcome
the great gas shortage and to com·
pensate for our misfortune, vowing
that never again would we, as
Americans be so vulnerable as to be
at the will of foreign fuel suppliers.
Well in the year 1990, it is obvious
that we soon forgot our previous oil
plight, and we have retained our
status as the wasteful, "super consumer" nation.
Mini-vans and station wagons are
the most popular vehicles in the
United States, the speed limit on interstates has been increased nationally to 65 miles per hour and
Carter has been ostracized for his
liberal approach during his term as
President. Now we realize his suggestion to become a more selfsufficient nation was legitimate.
Time and time again, the U.S. has
been forewarned about its foreign
fuel dependency, yet it has not taken
action to prepare for an oil shortage.
The U.S. uses 40 percent of all the

oil produced worldwide, with 60 percent of that used for transportation
alone.
''Our cars travel some 1,250
billion miles a year, almost as far as
all the cars in the world put
together. Half the trips made by a
driver alone," said Ellen Goodman,
syndicated columnist.
What can MSU students do to
counteract the effects of the fuel
shortage and combat the high fuel
prices?
Carpooling is an excellent way of
conse1'Ving resources. Walk to class,
rather than drive. Do not travel long
distances as often, such as going
home for the weekend. Drive the
speed limit, the faster you travel,
the more gas your car uses. Combine
your errands, rather than making
individual trips. Keep your car tun·
ed up.
By taking a few extra measures to
help conserve fuel, students may
have not only the self satisfaction of
knowing that they are helping
America's foreign dependency, but
also saving money themselves.

FUtrell expresses disgust with debit cards
I've been st.aring at this chick, right?
Anyway, she's looking down at me
like.· Hey, do I know you?"
I said, come on honey, cut me some
slack. alright? It's just that things get
pretty boring when you're on line at
Winslow, right?
It wasn't always this way. I've been
coming to this school for a little more
than two years now and, until this year,
I never had to wait in a long line for the
cafeteria. You just got your meal ticket
punched and you went on.
But now, they had to screw it up with
the wonders of modern technology. I, of
course, am talking about the debit card.
To eat somewhere on campus, they have

COMMENTARY
Jon Futrell
Assistant
Campus Life
Editor
to run your card through a reader. wait
for the little green light. punch a few
butt~ns and wait for the receipt to be
printed.
What's goin' on here? I had heard that
this was supposed to improve service on
this campus, not slow it way down!
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Before, you just walked tha·ough with little if any problem. Now. there's a line
stretching across the freakin · streel!
This debit card hasn't improved
anything!
The cafeteria workers should've had a
couple of weeks before the halls opened
to work with these machines, to learn to
master them.
If they did, then I'm not. sure what else
to say, except stop rolling up those
receipts.
That takes up even more time! Let 'em
roll down already!
I'll admit it, there are some advan·
tages to the debit card. It would be
uwfuiJy tough to use a la carte and
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declining balance under the hole punch
system .
Okay then, let those people have the
debit cards! For those of us with a board
plan, just give us a meal ticket, a Racer
ID and let us be, all right!
Now, bring back the hole punchers
already!
.
In closing, I offer this poem:
Hickory Dickory Dock./
The dt>bit cards were slowing the clock.
The clock struck five.
I had to eat in a dive.
And throw up all over the block. Oh!
End of story!
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How did registration go fot you this year?

Joe Pawlak

George Durbin
Freshman

Senior
"I was pre-registered so
I had no real problems, ex·
cept that when I received • •
my schedule I was told
that I have to have to add
a senior seminar class
that 1 hadn't planned on.
Then 1 had to wait in line
abo1.1t 30 minutes to add
the class."

•"

"It seemed like theret
needed to be better ~
organizatiOn w·ith the new
computers. What was also
frustrating was that after
I waited in line for an
hour and 15 minutes, I
was told that I could have
gone to the front of the'
line, because I had prepaid."

Senior
"This year seemed to be
a lot worse than in past
years. Other schools don't
have the same problems.
The Un1versity of
Louisville sends
everything to your home
and you call them ifthere
are any corrections. It is
nothinJtlike this fiasco."

Jamie Wall

Cheryl Caudill

Junior ·

Freshman
"For me registration
was very long. [ waited in
line two hout·s to get three
numbers stamped on my
receipt, and then J waited
another hour and a half
for my stud~nt ID. I don't
see why they can't do
registration in classes the
first day of school."

"I am a JUnior living in
Regents Hall, however
the T-Room would not
take my meal ticket, in·
stead I was told to go to
Sparks Hall, but it was
closed. This could have
been avoided had I been
better infnrmed ahead of
time."

FEEDBACK------------------------~-----------------

Kurth welcomes ·
students-to MSU
from you a personal commit·
To the Editor:
As the fall 1990 semester ment io making the most of
begins, I want to express a per· your educational opportunities,
sonal word of welcome to all in class and out. •
Murray State students. If you
Gett ing to know as many of
are new here on campus, as I
am, I hope that you soon feel at you as possible during the comhome here. Best wishes to all of ing year is a personal goal of
you for a rewarding and en- mine. I look forward to meeting
joyable year: good times, good you at the games, lectures and
friends, good fellowship. Most of concerts and talking with you
all, I wish that you complete as we cross campus or eat lunch.
this year and each year at Mur· I will also depend on Student
ray State satisfied that you Government Association Presihave made substantial progress dent Eddie Allen and Murray
toward your educational goals. State News Editor Rhonnda
Kerr to keep me informed of
The education of stude"nts is your interests and
the central activity of a univet·· achievementR.
sity, and 1 speak for the Murray
Have a great year, and study
State faculty and staff when I
assw·e you that providing an hard!
educational program of the
Ronald J. Kua·th
highest quality is our primary
President
concern. In return, we expect

Dwain Taylor
The Gemstone a Pebble Quarry

Chevrolet-Geo~

Welcome Back to all MSU Students I

Genuine Gemstones

CHEVROLET CAVALIERS

Hand Selected-Hand Crafted

GM program cars
6 TO CHOOSE

BBADSI BEADS/ BEADS/
Lapis - Leopard Skin

Amethyst - Gamet -)ade

Jasper - Malachite - Turquoise
We wdcome all MSU stndents!
~

Sfwppi.118 Ce•ur

tm

CM.Imut #1. 'f

Inc.

APR 13.99% With C/L
SALE PRICE $8,400

1307 S. 12th St.

FROM
$300 DOWN
+tex & llcenM

$199/mos. for 60 Mos.

753-2617

·oebit cards finally
debut
. make
..
...

·· POUCE

By SHAWN LOCKMAN
Staff Writer

BEAT
Sept. s.

11:02 p.m.- An officer observ-

ed two students on the ropes in
the Boy Scout Museum.

Sept. 2
10:55 p.m.- A fire alarm on
the seventh floor of Hart Hall
was sounded.

Sept. 1

The long awaited debit cards
have finally arrived at Murray
State University. However, the
use of the debit cards has not
gone as smooth as some had
hoped.
"We are having some difficulty because of the newness of the
system. Any new meal card
system whether it is one that
has been in the marketplace for
a long time or this one which is
new, is going to be a problem,"
said Bill Benriter, director of
food services.

to keep going back and get their
cards fixed and changed and
that has probably been the most
frustrating thing to me is that
everything that has come up
has in some way affected a student," Benriter said.

The debit cards were supposed
to be in use on Jan. 1, 1990, but
were delayed because of defi.
cient computer memory in the
program developed by Smart
Card Solutions of Atlanta, Ga.
The University finally reached a point where they could test
the system and unforeseen problems pushed back by delaying
the use of the cards until fall
1990.

2 :13 a .m.- Franklin Hall
reported three windows broken,
of which one was completely
removed. Central Plant was
notified.

Benriter told his ~taff to ex·
pect some problems with the
new system. But he said he did
not anticipate the kind of in·
convenience it would cause
students.

7:34 a.m.- A complaint of a
car alarm in the Hart Ha ll
pa rking lot was made. 1'he
al81·m was unlocated.

"It bas been a major dissaThe debit card works by propointment for students to have gramming a student's meal

Aug. 31
9:50 p.m.- A s~oke alarm in
Hart Hall was reported to be
malfut;~ctioning.

2:50 p.m.- A theft was
reported in the Minority Affairs
office .
10:55 p.m.- A College Courts
res ident reported obscene
telephone calls.

"'

This semester, take some electives

in commutlic.~ations.

60 minutes of

WI

IntroducingA18ff'
Student Saver Plus.
This year lf1l he ·!a>ier
[0 get through cri..l-ege.
Because A1&T has put
rogether a progr:un ~
prOductS and~

11:32 p.m.- A separate com·

plaint ofobscene telephone calls
was made.

Paul Bylaska, director of the
university budget office, said
the wait did not cost Murray
State any extra money.

..

plan inf: matior": ob .. universi-: cards fixed, some of who have
ty personal computer.
~ad to go back two and three
tlmes are r eally frustrated and I
The information is then don't blame them. But there are
transferred to an "encoder some students out there who it
verifier" which is hooked into is working fine for and they
the personal computer. Then, it have no problem with it and it
is programmed onto the micro- is good for them," Benriter said.
chip on MSU students' I .D.
Benriter said 60 percent of
cards known as "Racer Cards."
students are on the standard
The micro-chip is not ac· board plan of the card, 30 pertivated until it is put into a cent have a-la-carte options and
''Point of Sales" terminal at the only 10 percent have the dec lin·
dining hall.
ing balance, a figure he expects
As far as student response, to rise as soon as the bugs are
Benriter said there has been worked out of the sy~tem .
both good and bad response.
Benriter seemed optimistic
about the future of the debit
" There has been s ome card.
negative response, basically
"The computer people here
because of the long lines and
because of the frustration with have told me it will be a slick
system if we can get the bugs
the cards.
out, not only f01· student flex "Those students who have ibility but for our needs as
had to go back and get their managers," he said.

long distance.
Forfrre.
Movies. Vtdeos.
And more.
furless.
Just by choosing any Stu·
dent Saver Plus prop.m. youll
set up to 6o nunutes d free
lon8 disWlCe calls. YouU also
get a free coupon booklet
good for savings
aU around

thal can save
you rooney.
Whether

3:36 a .m.- A security guard

.!

from Hester Hall called concerning an apparent gas leak on
the fif\h·floor of.Hart Hall. C~n·
tral Plant was .called to in·
•vestiga~ and shut~,_.. ·

}00 IJ\~

onorolf
<;aJ!lpUS.

lOWJ\_

,.

l

Materials for .Police Beat were
gathered by Meloni~ Bucklin,
assistant news edltor, from
material made tWoilabu to the
public at the ~partment of
Public Safety at Murray State.

You doot need
to wait till spring
to get a break.

Cillfrom
anywhere to
anywhere.

W.llh the .415/' .llllrldl
o.t- Amerb:l Half, youU
get savings 24 hours a~
7 days a week. lndudlng
~ oft' our. already low

~11 give you

~pricES:'

1:30 p.m.
3:4S p.m.
7:20p.m
9:30p.m.

F1atliners

I!J

10 enroll in the A1&T Stu·
dent Saver Plus programs that
are right for you, or to get the
best value in long distance ser·
vire, call us. They just might

Exorcist 3 ;;~ ;:::
l'i1
~

7:15p.m.
9:20pm.

N a vy S ea Is
[!]

1:30p.m
3:3s p.m.
7:00p.m.
9:15p.m.

be the most profu:able electives

Keep your
roommates
in line.

you11 ever take.

1800 654-0471 Ext.1230

.

~11 separate

Emilio Estevez
Charlie Sheen

ca1Js from your

roommares' caUs

7:10

with A1'Sr CaJJ
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· do it tOr free.
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Changes c~u~d. affec~
financial aid .process
By JAY MOREHEAD
Staff Writer

The process of getting finan·
cial aid at Murray State
University could change as
legislators in Washington, D.C.
consider the reauthorization of
the Higher Education Act, Mur·
ray State financial aid director,
Johnny McDougal said.
The Act, pa.c;sed in 1965, sets
the provisions that govern
several of the progams such as
Pell Grants, Perkins Loans,
Stafford Student Loans and
Federal Work-Study.
Approximately 60 percent of
all Murray State students
receive some type of aid. The
reauthorization will affect all
Murray State students who
recieve financial aid. More than
$14 million dollars of aid was
given to Murray State students
last year, McDougal said.
Every four to five years the
Act is subject to reauthorization
by Congress. During this time
the Act is evaluated on its per·
formance during the previous
years.
Congress ca n look at the pro·
gams and say it likes the way
they work, decide to make
minor changes or completely
revamp the Act , McDougal said.
··we will see a reauthorizn·
tion which will fall somewher·e
between mmor and major
reorganization. " .McDouga I
said. "lt will not be a massive
overhaul nnd it will :not be just
a simple finefuningofthe Act."
The national student loan
default rate is one concern that
is a major flaw in the perfor·
mance of the programs which
are now in effect, he said.
"Attention needs to be given
to the dcl'ault 'ra~" McDougal
~id, ''While we here att MuJTttY
'' . State have a ery low rate, na. ' ~tionally t.be r•te }8 h urting t~e
· whole program."
.
. Loan default refers to the
failure to repay loans by
• students. Those loans that are
not paid are covered by the
federal government and t hus
t he money is lost.
The problem stems back to
the way that aid is given out to
the students, McDougal said.
"There is a definitely a problem with the rewarding of the
aid within certain types of
schools," he .s aid. " It is the
trade and professional type
schools which the Department
of Education has singled out as
being a problem a1·ea."
"There are those (schools)
that enroll students in a program that may have very little
substance from an educational
standpoint," McDougal said.
"The student ends up with
loans to repay with a very
limited earning ability and so
those loans go into default," he
said. "It is a never ending spiral

%e (jo{~ (ja{fr,ry
· of!Murray ·

..

......,..o....a..~c

with an owner of a school mak·
ing big bucks."
The solution will be reached
through a tighting of legisla·
tion, regulation and licensing of
t he tr a de a nd profe88ional
schools a nd others which have a
high default rate, McDougal
said.
In addition, a closer watch
will have to be kept on all
schools in how they administer
their financial aid programs, he
said.
"Besides the default rate we
need to simplify the financial
aid process and at the head of
the list is the form itself,"
McDougal said.

*Extra $1 off snver mini-panda ring
Regular $5.95
.
Must present coupon
Offer ends Sept 14

Monday /
lla.m.-Zp.m.
Tue•. • Fri.
11a..m.-9p.m.
Saturday

Jrutolftlu!
Square at
304Maple

Murray,KY
753-()124

4-9p.m.

CW.edSurumy

There is information that is
asked on the form that is m~
dated by the federal govern·
ment. Some of the questions are
not needed to determine stu·
dent's eligibility for financial
aid, he said.
" Financial aid has been
charged with the task of collec·
ting information for the federal
government that has no state in
determining aid awards, "
McDougal said. "These questions include thin~ such as
Selective Service questions and
what type of citizen the student
is."
The complicated process of
filling out the for·m is au
obstacle to the student and his
parents. McDougal said. The
form could be simplified to
where it would noi be such a
hard task to complete.
In addition to the questions on
the form, t he overall design and
the processes it goes through
are topics for improvements.
"The form design itself Jtas
become a major proble m!'

DINING EMPORIUM

a

Tuesday- Enchiladas

Wednesday· Smoked Baby Ribs $6.50
with frU• or red beam and slaw
Thursday- Prime Rib 8 Ooz.

Welcome students, .
faculty & staff to
Murray State
&
Pier 1 Imports

1illl1

12058 CHESTNUT ST.

Friday- Seafood Bonanza
$7.75
fbh, •hrimp, frolhp, potato & slaw
Saturday- Monterey Steak

.....

~

$7.95

with potato & ..uul

COMPUTER RENTAL CElft'ER

20% DISCOUNT
TOALLMSU
STUDENTS ON
SELECTED ITEMS.

Brtna Your Own Protnm,
Or. Chooee From Our 8electloat
HOURS:
Monday- Thurs4ay 9 Lm.-8p.m.
Friday- Saturday
9 Lm.-5p.m.
Sundays
1 p.m.-5 p.m.

Software, Diskettes. Prlntera,

RJbbons, Acceuorlea, Paper,
And... MUCH MUCH MORE!!
r.:t

........

RATES:
Introductory Hourly Rate $6.50.
Laser Copies: $1 each
Package Rates Available
Group Rates Available

Reservations Are Requlred.
Not Valid In Coi\Jwactloo Wlth

An., Other Offer.

iiJIJIJt•ts
UNIVERSITY PLAZA

---

$9.95

with •alad CDul balu!d potato

)fcl)pQfjl aaicl ''Wh"" y ou si)rn
a fotm ftl"ast.Gfthe tlmeyou,11ip
at tlie '~h how~ .iWl,~,~
fi nancililllid tbrin you .a~ it lJl •
the middle."
Much time and hassle has
taken place because of students
not signing it in t he right
places, McDouga l said. • The
form must be sent back to the
student before it can even go
through the other processes.
The form must be sent to a
pr ivate data processing center
and then back to the student for
verification. After this, it must
be handled by the various in·
stitution before another
verification by the student is
made; then a copy is sent to the
government.
The Act was to be reviewed
late this year but according to
McDougal it will not be voted
upon until early next spring.
" Any changes made in the
Act will probably not affect the
1991·92 fmancial aid period but
will defmitely change the way
aid is handled for the 1992·93
school year,'' McDougal said.

112 $3.85 Full $4.85

with 11alad and drink

Call 759-4603 For Reservations.

You're back just In time to
take advantage of our 12th
Anniversary Sale, featuring
wicker & rattan furniture . . .
prints, posters & frames . . .
wall decor ... bamboo blinds .
and much more J
JUST ONE BLOCK EAST OF·MSU CAMPUS

CAlENDAR

appointed director .
......__------~- of University Honors Program
Saturday

Sept. 8

Computer Workshop. " In·
troduction to Word Processing,"
8:30 a.m. to 5 p.m., Room 209N
Busine~;s'Building. f'ee $65. For
more information call 762-4229.
FootbalL MSU at Louigvi\le 3
p.m.

Monday

Sept. 10

Health Services Career Day.l
to 4 p.m., Curris Center
Ballroom . Recruitment for those
i nte res ted in health-related
fields . For more information call
762-2906.
Computer Workshop. 'Beginning MSPC DOS," 6 to 9 p.m.,
Room 209N Business Building.
Fee $75. For more information
call 762-4229.

Tuesday

Sept. 11

Purc h ase Area Senior
Games. Registration 8 a.m. in
Stewart Stadium. Fee $5. Ac·
tivities and competitions for persons 55 years or older. For more
information call 762-4150

Faculty Sh owcase Recital. 8
p.m., Farrell Recital Hall, Doyle
Fine Arts Center The first in a
aeries of programs featuring
faculty solo artists and
en~embles. Admission, $5 adults
and $2 students, will be used for
music scholarships.
Car Wash. 1 to 6 p.m., Hardees,
sponsored by the Recreation
Club. Free with donation.«.

Wednesday

·1 Malinauskas

Malinauskas has served on
Dr. Mark Malinauskas, direc·
tor of t he MutTay State Uoiver· the Honors Program faculty
sity Theatre and professor of since it began in 1986
speech communication, will
In October, Malinauskas,
direct the Honors Program this
along with Joe Lyons and Kevin
year.
Moore, two Honors Program

Sept. 12

Movie. Born on the 4th of
JuJ.v.Curris Center Theatre.
3:30p.m., Sl: 7 and 9 p.m., $1 .50
w1th MSU tD and $2.50 without
MSU lD.

REf}D[IDJES

..

Thursday

students, will participate in the
National Collegiate Honors
Council Convention in
Baltimore where they will lead
a panel discussion on censorship and the National Endowment for the Arts.

Sept. 13

Art Lectu re. President Ronald
J . Kurth will present a lecture

has a staff of professional hair
designers to give you just the right look
for fall!

on his photography exhibit titled
" The Soviet Union: A
Photographic Essay" at 3:30
p.m. in Lovett Auditorium. The
exhibit is on display In the Clara
M. Eagle Gallery through Sept.
16. Free admi88ion.
Cinema International. Wings
of De8ire,Curris Center Theatre.
7:30 p.m. Free admission.

l
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Michelle BurkMn
Anne:-Marla Hale
products Ulfd

Alpha Sigma Alpha

IDd....

coogratulates
the new Beta Rho initiates
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Terri Walston
Melanie Jackson
Hoyra
Closed Monday
Tuesday· FridaY 10 am. · 5 p.m
5a1Urday 10 am. • 3 p.m.
Night Appointments Available
Walt· Ins Welcome

Bacommtndtd
Sebastian

Matrtx

Dixieland Center
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ALL-YOU-CAN-EAT LUNCH BUFFETS
Monday - Saturday 11 a .m . - 2 p .m.
Sunday noon - 2 p.m.
BRING A FRIEND
*Must present coupon when ordering
*Good at lunch time only

I

I ·~

*Good today- Sept. 21
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~---------------------------------------------~

Dine-In, Pick-up or FREE Delivery

Chestnut Street
t

753-6656

Program allows
for recipr,o·c lty ·

Professor dies unexPect9tHY

• Students will be charged
Murray State's in-state tuition.
.ne incentive grant proA few hundred Murray State gram and the $200 per term
students received a pleasant
s urprise this summer from t he surcharge will no longer be in
Council on Higher Education in force for these students.
• New students will be rethe form of tuition reciprocity.
quired
to meet the same admis·
Reciprocity involves an exsion
standards
as resident
change of mutual courtesies
students.
between two states. In this in• Housing and meal restance it means border county quirements
will be the same for
students from these states can reciprocity students as they are
pay in-state tuition to attend for resident students.
universities in the other state.
•Both full-time and part-tim~:
On July 1, Kentucky
students
qualify for in-state
reinstated a tuition reciprocity
tuition.
agreement with Tennessee to
the addition of reciprociallow students from selected tyWith
for these four counties, MSU
Tennessee counties to attend now has four levels of tuition acKentucky schools.
cessment: in-state, reciprocity,
The counties affected for Mur- incentive grant and out-of-state.
ray State are Henry, Obion, •
The University will still
Stewart and Weakly.
recognize and continue its inPhil Bryan, dean of admis- centive grant program · for
sions and registrar, said he is students in other Tennessee
ecstatic about the action to border counties and border
reduce financial and geographic counties in Dlinois, Indiana and
barriers to higher education for Missouri.
students from Tennessee within
Of the almost 1,200 students "
a few miles of Murray State.
benefiting from incentive
The conditions of the tuition grants in 1989, 36 percent hailreciprocity plan for the students ed from these four Tennessee
from these counties are:
counties.
By ALL YSON HOBBIE
Graduate Assistant

Funeral services for Dr. Dennis E. Poplin were held at 11
a.m .• Tuesday at Miller Funeral
Home in Murray.
Poplin. 51, profelisor· ~n the
department of sociology/an.
thropology and social work,
died Aug. 30 at the MurrayCalJoway County Hospital.
A faculty member since 1971,
Poplin had served as chairman
of the department.

• 'Born Sept. 5, 1938 in Ven·
tura, Calif., he was the son of
thft late Walter E. Poplin and
Patricia Jones Poplin. He is survived by his wife, Mrs. Kay
Brandon Poplin of Murray.
The family requests that contributions be made to the Den·
nis E. Poplin Memorial Scholarship or the United Cerebral
Palsy Foundation.

Lori Pln!on
Christie Sawer
April Good ',......-___K1ril McMaken
-~~:3¥fany Jerrels

l_{ilsey Brawdon
:Almee Razabeck
Utt Tarver
Da.tatelle Alexander
etmffler Allen Meyers
Mich elle Gaither
Donna Houston
Dawn Mullens

Good Luck

Murray

[n 1981, Poplin was awardnd
the Max A. Carman OuU!tanding Teacher Award by the Student Government Association
and received a special award for
distinguished achievement in
observance of the International
Year of the Handicapped.
He received the B.S. and M.S.
deg1ees from Utah State
University and the Ph.D. from
the University of Kentucky.
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Curris Center Theater
Sept.12
7 p.m. & 9:30 p.m. $1.50 with MSU 10
$2.50 without MSU 10
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The newest facility on Murray
State University's campus, is
now entering the final stages of

IIAUsot~-

co.~~~:s~~:~~ion

is' over so percent complete," said Jim
Vaughan, assistant dean of the
College of Industry and
Technology.
The actual construction on
the Martha Layne' Collins Industry and Technology Center
should be complete by the middle of January and the fll'st
stages of occupation is expected
to follow approximately one
month later. Classes will begin
in t he new facility at the beginning of the 1991 fall term.
The Collins Center will house
three departments that are now
located in the Applied Science
Building and Faculty Hall,
Vaughan said. The depart·
ments are engineering
technology, occupational safety •
and health and industrial
education technology.
The Institute for Workforce
Development, the Hazardous
Materials Testing Center and
the University Computer
Center will also be located in
the new building.
T he 125,000 square foot
building will provide 28 types of
highly tec h nological
laboratories for the benefit of
students.
The next step is equipping
these labs with more advanced
equipment than what is now be·
ing utilized by the college.
Some basic classroom and office furniture was included in

4

20% . Off

$
plus 5 off with
this coupon
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9-fong 1(png
~taurant

Open 7 days a wee!(
Surufay - 1'rilfay 11 a.m. - 9:30p.m.
Saturaay 4:30p.m. · 9:30p.m.
Luncfi.eon Special
Montfay - !frilfay
11 a.m. - 2 p.m.
$3.10 p(u.s ~

Pnoto by JOHN BERNING

As construction nears to an end, Rick Herrington, an electrician,
works on the Inside of the Martha layne Collins Industry and
Technology Center.
the cost of construction, but the industry is being sought after to

most expensive equipment for
the labs is yet to be acquired, he
said.
"The individual costs of these
· labs will range anywhct·e between $3,600 to $364,020,"
Vaughan snid. "Total estimated
cost is approximately $3
million."
Tht.> aid of area busine11ses and

Sutufay '1Juffit
11 a.m.- 2 p.m.
$5.75 plus t~

Catering ttUetings, Wetftfing partit.s
ant! '1Janquets upon reque.st
also avai(a6ft c:arry·outs
CIJ{[ 753-4488
1l'lf!Y 641 ?{prtfi, !Murray, l)(!)'

help the University equip the
building. They can help in three
different ways: by providing or
loaning laboratory equipment,
by matching funds to purchase
equipment or by directly contributing to the College of Industry and Technology through
the Murray State University
Foundation located in Sparks
Hall.

Custom Printed Apparel
Caps, Visors, T-Shirts, Tanktops, Jerseys, Boxer Shorts, 7 oz. Sweatshirts,
9 oz. Sweatshirts, Polo Shirts, Rugby Shirts, Jackets, ...

Custom Ordered Advertising Specialties
Keytags, Balloons, Can Wraps, Plastic Tumblers, Glasswear, Ceramic Mugs, Frisbees
Squeeze Bottles, Pens & Pencils, Seat Cushions, Cheering Accessories, ...
NAME BRANDS:
Screen Star Best, Fruit of the Loom,
Hanes, Stedman, Jerzees by Russell,
Dunbrooke, Holloway, Print Ons,
WillowPointe, Crystal Springs, ...

Other Services:
-Embroidery
-Tackle Twill
-Heat Applied Lettering
-Logo Design

Campus Representative
MICKY CRANE, 753-3943 OR 762-6951
CALL FOR AN APPOINTMENT TODAVI
• SILKWORM, INC:, 601 WALNUT, MURPHYSBORO, ILLINOIS, 000-826-0Sn

/ • ...__ .,If
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10o/o Off
Coupon

• PARKING SPACES have
been added for faculty/staff and commuters. Joe Green, associate
director of public safety, said more than 100 parking spaces are
now available behind the University Church of Christ on 15th
Street and in the yellow-lined spaces behind the Immanuel
Lutheran Church at 15th and Main.
• MORE PEOPLE HAVE VISITED the National Scouting
Museum this summer than since the exhibit opened in 1986. Attendance rose 22 percent in one year.
Mark Hunt, museum director, said more advertising and tourist
organization support attributed to the increases. The museum is
open from June 1 through Nov. 30 on Tuesday through Saturday
from 9 a.m. to 4:30p.m. and Sunday from 1 to 4:30p.m.
• A SUPPORT GROUP for adult children of dysfunctional
families is being offered by the Counseling and Testing Center.
Issues pertaining to adults who were sexually, emotionally or
physically abused as well as adult children of alcoholics' will be
discussed.
The group will meet Mondays beginning Sept. 10, from 6 to 8
p.m. in Room 206 of Ordway Hall. For more information call Kim
Ban·ett at 762-6854.
• SWEAT P LUS, a low impact aerobics class will meet in Carr
Health Arena every Monday, Wednesday and Friday from 12:15 to
12:45 p.m. for aerobics only and every Tuesday and Thursday from
12:15 to 12:45 p.m. for floorwork only. Classes for floorwork and
aerobics will meet every Tuesday and Thursday from 6 to 7 p.m. in
the south gym of Carr Health. Clas'ses cost $2 for noon instruction
and $2.50 for evening instruction. For more information call Robin
Britain at 753-7597.

Comics
Plus
Southside Shopping
Center
Expires Sept. 14, 1990

Check out these reasons-------------------for buying your

comics at Comics Plus
Up to 20% off on pre7pa~ subscriptions
We carry over 150 current titles
Over 7,000 back issues
Our own "$1 00 card" incentive plan
Free subscription services
Reserve and lay-away privileges
Easy access and plenty of parking

Come check us out!

• A WORKSHOP TO AID computer operators to use the Wordperfect 5.0 program will be offered Sept. 13, Sept. 20 and OCt. 11,
from 6 to 9 p.m. in Room 209N of the Business Building.
The course fee is $75 For more information or to register for
classes call 762-4229.

Wlere YOUl Cornie Needs

Are Our Business•

Southside Shopping Center
• RACER PAT ROL officers will escort students to any point on
campus. The patt·olmen are equipped with radios and maintain
constant communication with officers and the department dispatcher. For more information or an epcort call 762-2222.

..

---

~

Hours:

Monday-Wedne8day 12-7 p.m.
Thursday-Friday 10 a.m.-7 p
Saturday 10 a.m..O p.m.

...

WELCOME BACK

'

•
Hours Monday- Saturda~ 11a.m.- 10p.m .
Closed Sunday

ALL DAY FREE DELIVERY
11a.m. - 9:30p.m.

WELCOME BACK STUDENTS!

DORM DELIVERY HOURS

~'A c:Jwin £a~es

,.OF'F'ICE PRODUCTS, INC.
If we can assist you In any way-give us a call

Monday - Friday 1 p .m. - 9:30 p.m.
Saturday 11 a.m. - 9:30p.m.

753-7715
1301 Main St. Murray

516 Main St.
753-0123

DORM SPECIAL
FREE 6 pack PEPSI with $5 minimum order
(DORM DELIVERY ONLY)
Valid Se tember 7th throu h 15th.
#

/

... ..

.,.

.,
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TAU KAPPA

EPSILON ·
Dear Student:
Ch~osing the right social organization

while you are at MSU is a decision which
can affect the rest of your life. Finding
the right organization can help you grow
both socially and academically. The
largest social fraternity in the world; Tau
Kappa Epsilon, is in the process of
reorganizing it~ chapter at Murray State
and is seeking prospective members.

.....

Tau Kappa Epsilon can offer qualified
individuals a number of benefits, such as:
-leadership experience
-close brotherhood
-scholarship
· -organized athletic and social events
-campus participation
-recognition
Tau Kappa Epsilon has just established a new
membership program to help new members
develop greater self-esteem and leadership
skills. TKE is one of two national fraternities
that has no "pledge" program. Once chosen,
new members are initiated immediately and
encouraged to take on leadership positions.
The main goal of TKE is to provide an
atmosphere which encourages strong
character and responsibility while
de-emphasizing many of the negative
experiences usually associated with joining a
fraternity.
Tau Kappa Epsilon is the right choice for
motivated men. The time is now. We are
inviting all Interested men to come and learn
more about Tau Kappa Epsilon and its new
membership program. If you feel TKE is
what you are looking for, contact Mr.
Shannon Chambers, International
Representative, at 753-0982.

,.

I
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tnustralion by MARK ADAMS

ro·be or not to be: Greek is the question
Greeks: System can open doors on campus~
sororities, frats are 'homes away from home
"I saw my friends who were Greek going to
dances
and other places on the weekends and
Staff Writer
sometimes I felt left out." Gentry said.
When the word Greek is mentioned to SO·
Gentry pledged Alpha Sigma Alpha sorority
meone who is not Greek or who does not know
during her junior year and she said that going
someone who is Greek, all sorts of images
Greek was definitely the right choice for her.
come to mind - hazing, wild keg parties, snob"Being in a sorority givetl you a good base
by rich kids, "Animal House." It is easy to
from which to gain leadership opportunities
believe these stereotypes because that is often
and, for me, it was a home away from home,"
how Greeks are portrayed in movies, books
Gentry said. "I think it would be good for
and on television.
·
everyone to wait one year before pledging- to
There are, however, many students on camget used to school and set priorities. By
pus who have found first hand that "going
waiting I got. the best of both worlds - Greek
Greek" means more than parties and weekly
and non-Greek."
meetings. The Greek experience means difTina Esterle, a junior vocal performance maferent things to each fraternity and sorority
jor from Louisville and a member of Alpha
member, but most agree that going Greek is a
Gamma Delta sorority, said she chose to
decision they do not regret.
pledge because she wanted to get to know peoWhen Cheryl Gentry, a senior public relaple with interests that were different from her
tions meJor from Horse Cave, came to Murray
own.
State University she chose not to go through
"With my friends in the music department,
rush because she just wasn't sure what ''going music is sometimes all we have in common,
Greek" was all about.
but in sorority, you experience and learn much
"I didn't know anything about sororities
more because everyone is different and all the
because no one I knew from my hometown was different people that you meet help you to
in one,'' Gentry said.
grow," Esterle said.
During her first two years at Murray State,
Esterle said she is very active and baa many
Gentry became very involved in Student
friends in her msjor but that sorority has
Alumni Association, the Honors Program and • helped her to become more well rounded her church group. She also developed a very
something she believes future employers will
tight-knit group of friends who, like herself,
look for.
chose not to pledge a Greek organization.
Gentry said she had plenty of things to do
during the week but since she lived so far from
home she usually stayed in Murray on the
See GREEKS
weekends, while many of her non·Greek
Page 108
friends went home.
By JENNA NEWTON

--

...

Independents: Get involved,
encourage fellow classmates
By JENNA NEWTON

Staff Writer
When Dawn Griffin first came
to Murray State University as a
freshman she decided to go
through rush just to meet people. By the end of rush she knew
that sorority just wasn't for her.
A year later she had a change of
heart and went through fall
rush again, but quit half way
through the week.
''I dropped out of rush because
I felt I could do just as well at
Murray State on my own,
without Greek support," she
said.
During her years at Murray
State, Griffin, a graduate stu·
dent in organizational communication from Louisville, has
been very active on campus ser·
ving as a Summer "0"
counselor, a Student Government Association senator, a
Student Ambassador,
"Dunker" and a member of t he
the recreation club. Currently
she is coordinator of campus
recreation.
"Independents have just as
much right and opportunity to
get involved on this campus as
Greeks," Griffin said. "I think
there are advantages in not be-

ing associated with a certain
<Greek) group because there are
a lot. of attitudes about certain
Greek organizations."
"In the long run it doesn't
matter if you are Greek or not ...
no one is going to come up and
beg you to get involved in any
organization, you've got. to go
out and seek these things and
become involved on your own,''
she said.
Many students soon discover
that jobs, majors and other activities fill most of their free
time and they soon decide that
becoming Greek would be too
time consuming for their hectic
schedules.
Kelly Hults, a senior broadcast journalism major from
Paris, Tenn., said she has never
felt inclined to join a sorority
because she spends most all of
her free time pursuing a career
in journalism.
"I got involved with TV·ll
early on and it takes up a lot of
my time,'' Hults said.
Hults ~aid because she lives
·nearby, she already knows
many people on campus and she
can visit home often.
\

See INDEPENDENTS
Page 108
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Students ·find long lines
during late registration
By STACEY CROOK
Staff Wnter

Like breathing, lines dw-ing
registration are part of life.
However, this year lines in the
Cw-ris Center were definitely
longer. The chief problem was
the infamous Racer Cards.
Murray State instituted the
much publicized Racer Card
this year and encoding the
cards is a time consuming process. Anita Poynor, accounts
receivable manager, said she
knew the lines would be longer
because encoding identification
cards is so now to the Universi·
ty. "There was a problem
because it is so new. Anytime
something new ill implemented
there will be bugs," Poynor
said.
Steps are being taken,
though, to make late registration more efficient. According to
Poynor, university officials are
seeking advice from other in·
stitutions who have similiar
cards. Murray State may be
paving the ground with the
Racer Card because it is the only school in the country with
such an advanced system.
Contrary to students' opi·
nions, David Dill, a senior from
Murray who works in the accounts receivable office, said he
thought late registration went
as well as it could. "It is as effi.
cient as it can be. There are no
ways around slow linf!s for
now," Dill said.
Students in line during
registration were not so pleased

with the long wait. William
Davis , a freshman from
Louisville, said the time it took
to register conflicted with his
class schedule. "It's unorganized. This is rougher on students
than on the workers," Davis
said.
Jill Askins, a junior from
Louisville, said she thought
more information was needed
for the people in line because
many people end up waiting in
the wrong line. She said late
registration was frustrating.
"The computers bre-akdown too
much and the workers need
more help," AsKins said.
The long lines for drop/add
also were longer this semester.
According to Anita Poynor the
problem occurred because many
students did not register on
Aug. 23 and Aug. 24 so their
schedules bad to be dropped.
"The key to a quick and
smooth registration is to have
every person possible prescheduled and pre-paid," said
Ricky Rogers, an accountant
from the accounts receivable
office.
With a record number of
students and the implementation of a new system, late
registration went as well as
possible. Phil Bryan, Dean of
Admiasions, said a problem did
occur but every possible step
was taken to speed up the lines.
He also complimented the stu·
dent body on their patience.
"The students were wonder·
ful. They could have complained a lot more," Bryan said.

Start your Fridays right --

Tlae Murray State News

Serve The Murray State News

Whoever said nothing in life is free,
obviously hadn't heard about

It's FREE!
• No monthly fee .
• No per check charge
• Free QUEST A1M card
•No minimum

If we were you,
we'd bank with us/

REPUBLIC

Savings Bank

1201 Main Street
Munay, Kentucky 420'71
{502) 159-1630

r •• • •• •• • • • • •• • •• •• •• • • •• • • •• • ••.,

• $1.50

:·
•
:
:•

.

$1.50:

--SP:EC'LALVVednesday
Luncheon

:•
:

THE TROPICS TANNING SALON, says...
"Maintain that Summer Tan"

••
••
••
••
at the
•
••
••
••• Wesley Foundation •••
•
••
Located next to Mason Hall
:•
•
: $1.50
$1.50:•

•.. ClDse your eyes, listen to music and

feel the cool breeze while you take a "30
minute Sun Vacation at 1lte Tropics"

Call 753-8477

TANNING

.................................
Welcome Back MSU Students

HOLLY GREEN

~.fRVPARKAND '-#
CAMPGROUND

SPECIAL
HEAR VEl HEAR VEl MSU STUDENTS and EMPLOYEES

1
.4
7
11
24

SESSION..........
SESSIONS........
SESSIONS........
SESSIONS........
SESSIONS........

August Special

LESS 20%

$3.25
$11.00
$18.00
$25.00
$50.00

$2.60
$8.80
$14.40
$20.00
$40.00

•

invites
MSU Alumni & Parents
to visit our new RV Park

MSU STUDENTS and EMPLOYEES will receive 20% discount by showing
MSU 1.0. This offer expires Sept. 30.

·

Two blocks from Five Points

:

Full Hook-ups· Dump Station· Bath House

THE TROPICS

Call or Come by

901 Coldwater Rd.

: 102 Parks Drive, Murray

753-6406

753-8477
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WOmen learn self defense at special class
By LORI SHAIN
Staff Writer

Tonight will seem like any or·
dmary night on a college cam·
pus. One by one, students will
find their way to cars or dorms
after a late class.
Some walk at a fast pace, not
feeling comfortable with the
empty darkness around them.
Others will walk in groups,
chattering loud enough for the
whole world t() hear.
Another walks alone, head
down and absorbed in thought,
off in another world.
Off in a dark comer behind a
tree or a bush hides an attacker
stalking the territory for his
next victim.
In today's society, no one can
be too careful. Women in par.
ticular are taking steps to

'You never think it is
going to happen to
you.'
-Clark
educate themselves on how to
defend themselves if threatened
by physical harm, threatened
with a weapon m· even threatl'n·
ed with po~Mible a·ape or mua·der.

Last Thursday night about 50
pt>ople paa·ticipated in a
Women's Self-Defentte Clas11
taught by Trooper Chuck
Robertson.
The program was sponsored
by the Jackson Purchase
chapter of the National
Organization for Women.

The program, which was open
to women only, was held in the
Barkley Lecture Room of the
Curris Center with the purpose
of helping women to be aware
and to understand how to han·
dle possible dangerous situa·
tions should they occur.

"The name of the game is to
get away." be saad. "There are
no guarantees that these moves
will work on an attacker, but
some split second decisions
must be made and everyone is
better off with a plan of action."

Michelle Echevarria, a senior
radio/I'V major, said the main
reason for her participation in
the class was to be able to get
away from an attacker. "I want
to be able to save myself in a
Robertson, public affairs of· dangerous situation," she said.
ficer for the Kentucky State
Robertson, a 1973 graduate of
Police Mayfield Post, has been
teaching the self-defense classes MSU, teaches a modified ver·
sion of the self-defense class
for more than four years now.
lh~tt " •.u; begun by Trooper
He said that tbe purpose of Richard Wright.
the class is not to put women on
Ko~rlSOn teuches not only
the offensive, but to teach them
self·deft>n"r mn\'f•.. hut Rl~ thto
some defensive type moves.
"Women have the right to
safety no matter where they are
or what time it is," said Sally
Mills, vice·president of JP
NOW.

use of weapons and the laws
that protect a per.son when they
are confronted with an attacker
and must use physical force as
st>lf protection or {!\'t:!fl deadly
force to <~urvlVe.
"This is a thought·pl·ovoking
type program. A per$0n n~ds to
know Lbe cun:.~4uenc~:,~ when it.
comes to self·defense," he said.
Carol Clark, a semor politics~
science major, had a chance to
participate in a live demonstra·
tion of some of the self·defense
moves discussed in the class.
"The class was a good ex·
pPrience," she said. "Women
nc·•:d to know what to do in
types of situations. You
n.. ver think it is going 'to happt·n to you."

flu,se

Keep your

roommates
Bel-Air Shopping Center
Murray, KY 42071
Phone 753-5902
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Executive Par 3
Golf Course $2
Golf Range $2
Batting Cages 50~

Miniature Golf$1.75

753-1152

Fully Stocked
Golf Shop
PGAPro
Lessons by Appointment:
Jimmy Sullivan PGA Pro
Lym SuUivan PGA Pro
Velvet Jones

1 112 miles 1101111 of MSU
on N. 161h ext

Its never much fun figuring out who
made what a:ill on your phone bill. But we

can helpwithAJ&TCai/A.tanagerlts just one
part of~ whole program of productS and services called A1&TStudent -Sat 't!r Plus.
AJ&TCall~~ automatically
separate your long distance calls from the
ones vour roommateS make. And we11 do it
for
All you have to do is dial a simple code.
Th enroll in A1&I'Call.\1anageror to learn

about the StudentSaver ffusp~rams that are
right for you, call us at 1800 654-0471 Ext.
1229. And put your roommateS in their place.

Ami Helping make coUege life a little easier.

free.

This senire ~· not be :1\'ailable In residence halls on your campus.
~ 1990N&T

Mwray

,~-..._ ....

'"f..
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•

·

The right choice.
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Men on campus can rush next week

Puzzled students aided
through dorm programs

By JON FUTRELL

Assistant Campus Lif& E:dtlor
Did seeing National /..1m·
poon's Animal Hnuse at the
Curris Center three times in
one day and your one
hundredth time overall push
you over the edge and just make
you want to go out and join a
fraternity? Any fraternity?
Well, your opportunity has ar·
rived with Fraternity Rush.

students are better able to
know what is expected of
them in a course.
"Also. the Study Buddy
program is conducted by the
faculty. This way, students
gain a better understanding
of what teachers look for in a
class," she said.
The Study Buddy program
is geared toward the
freshman living in the
residence halls, Yeary said.
Residence halls that were
chosen for the program are
White Hall, Richmond Hall
and Springer Hall.
Sign up sheets for the program will be posted in each
of those ha1ls that were
chosen for the program.
The Faculty Fellows pro·
gram, which is also con·
duct{'d through the univer·
s1ty''l hou~mg office. provides a way for the faculty to
better understand their
students.
" The purpose of Faculty
Fellows is to get the faculty
in the halls and involved
with the students.
"This way, faculty can see
how life 1s in the halls and
students can see that faculty
do have a life outside of the
classroom," Yeary said .
Each residence hall is
assigned two faculty
members through the
program.
The faculty are invited to
all hall programs and to con·
duct programs of t heir own,
she said.

By KRISTIE HELMS

Asststant Campus Life Edttor
Being surrouuded by new
people and relearning study
skills forgotten during the
summer can be difficult for
almost everyone.
The housing office at Murray State University has
recognized this and has
developed the Study Buddies
and Faculty Fellows pro
grams to enable students to
better deal with these
problems.
The Study Buddy program
is designed to better help
students study for a course
that they may have problems
with .
The program is able to do
this by pairing them with
another student who is tak·
ing the same class and
instructor
In addition to pairing
students, Study Buddiet- also
offers a variety of programs
to help the students in all of
their classes.
"The program will offer
tutoring programs, teach
memorization skills, test
taking skills, time manage·
ment and stress control."
said Sherl"i Yeary, who is the
coordinator of both the Study
Buddies 1nd Fncultv Fellows
prog~·an •
Beca u s~ Mt. o , IV State
facully mentl>e t'l · pre!-it!nt
parts .r · h
J' I"IJf.fl'am .

which will take place Sept.
10-18
To rebriHter,Ju"t sign up at one
of three different tables
avail.lble at different times
The tables will be set up today
at Winslow Cafeteria from 11
a.m. to 1 p.m., at the Curris
Center from 1 to 4 p.m. and once
again at Winslow from 4 to 6
p.m.

mm~mm:m·:mmmm:mm~m"

Balloons 'N More
Inside Roy's · Pharmacy

753-4585
Balloons and gifts for all occasions

~d~~~.sSafe
Dishwasher Safe
•Mlc~ve

Start Your CoDeetloa Today!
1Wo Contemporary Patte rns to Choose From:

•IRIS

-............----·..-----·---

_____
................____
.................. __.._.

.-

COla

II.S.D.A. Clloa Gillin .........

--,_,. . _
Picnic

Pork Roast .a

Boneless
Sirloin
Tip
Roast
_,.. ... .. ..... ......... ..

I&&L4I. ~ ....... -

:Mama ........
a49
Rosa
Pizzas

44 oz. twin pkg.

$5

c

Dinner Plate

each79~

Re g. low Price - $2.99

011

:89c
~·t••
_
4.=·' ~78c

Macaroni&
CheHa

Slrtoln

Tip steakS .. a

S251

-'""'- . .~:a S2tl
Williams

sausage

ouarte;-~
POrklDin _
-

s1sa

'""_.,11111"1
Purex

1~·c
,

wesson

_...

I&&Lli.O.... _ _ _

SIGI

•BOUQlJ11

ThU Week's Feature:

----....... --

.........
.........,,__
-n..NUn•ll--11""""•
......- ......_
._
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Anoth~r table will be
avallabl<• 1s well at the Hotdogger at Cutchin Field on Sept.
10. Tht.> registration fee is only
$10.
Who knows? After all the par·
ties and visits that go with
Fraternity Rush are over wit h,
you might actually find some
lifetime brotherhood with a
fraternity that will accept you
fully.

Chill With

Beans
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8:1:.. . ..~::: J49
.IlL........_

c

79
.....
g~::s . .~2 . .SJ
ICJ'OCMr.......Bread
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------com--. 99c
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Is 'Nasty' album '2 Live' for Murray area?
By JON FUTRELL
AssJstanl Campus Life Editor

Even with the hype surrounding the Simpsons, Dick Tracy
and New Kids on the Block, the
biggest entertainment atory of
lhe summer involves the Miami
based rap group 2 Live Crew
and their double-platinum sell·
ing album As ;Vasty As They

WannaBe.
It is not top-10 rankings on
album and ~ing]es charts that
has kept the group in the news,
but a ruling by a federal judge
in Florida that has banned t he
sale and any live performances
of Nasty in Broward County,
Fla.
Since that decision, members
of both 2 Live Crew and Too
Much Joy, a New York based
band, have been anested for
performing t he banned songs at
a Hollywood, F la., nightclub.
There has also been considerable debate over the
group's First Amendment
rights, what is and is not
ob!ICene and the always sticky
subject of album rating.
These debates have spread
across the country, including
local record store owners, radio
stations and Murr ay State
University students.
Steve Bell is t he owner and
manager of ·Sunset Boulevard
in Murray, one of two area
record stores that sell Nasty. He
thought of pulling the album
when the controversy started,
but chose not to. Bell said he
supports the rights of the Crew
to perform what they want.
"It's not a question of mer it,
but constitutional right to do
it " Bell said. "If we did
e~erything by what we did and
didn't like, it would be a pretty
bigoted world."
Valerie Hancock, the owner of
Tenapin Station in Murray, the
other area store selling Nasty,
never thought about pulling the

album once the .controversy
began. Hancock said it should
be the choice of the people in
what they listen to.
"In my opinion, it is not up to
the government to decide what
we listen to,'' Hancock said.
Not all who have bought the
album have been in the tradi·
tionally young rap audience. "I
have parents who come in and
buy the album for the1r kids."
H~cock said.
Neither record store at the
Kentucky Oaks Mall in
Paducah, Disc Jockey and
Camelot Music, sella Na6ty.
Disc Jockey originally sold the
album until recent events forced its removal.
"Too many people were get·
ting arrested over it," said John
Cashon, a senior history major
from Paducah who works at
Disc Jockey.
Even though there has been a
high demand for both that
a lbum and the follow-up effort,
Banned in the U. S.A, neit her
album will be available at Disc
Jockey.
Because of a corporate decision, Camelot does not sell N as·
ty. The only 2 Live Crew
material available at Camelot
are early releases, the lowselling Clean version and the
cassette and maxi-singles of

Banned.
Leigh Ann Ridgeway, a sales
associate at Camelot, said she
does nat favor this position .

"If the parents say it is ap·
Most Murray State students
propriate. then I will let them have sided with the Crew on
(kids under 18) buy it,'' Han· thiF issue. Mark Parsons, a
cock said
freshman English major from
Paducah, does not always like
"Lots of times, you can tell if what he hears, but he doe!:\ not
they're 18 or not," Bell said
favor censorship
Both Murray ston•i have
reported huge sales of Nast_y
and slow sales of Cl··an since
the controvers.v began.
WDDJ-FM 97, the only sta·
tion near Murray that plays rap
as part of its format, said they
play no material by 2 Live
Crew.

"I'm not a big fan of the lyrics,
but art is art,;, Parsons said. I
don't think it should be
banned."
Glenn Tucker, a juniot· outdoor recreation major from
Bloomfield, Mo., thinks little of
the lyrics, but respects the right
to perform them.

"1 don't think it CNasty) is art.
I think it's garbage," Tucker
l>ftid "But it is their opinion
and they have a right to it."
Doug York, a freshman ac·
counting major from Benton,
::~aid he all'o supports freedom of
expression and has some advice
for those who do not like what /
the Crew has to say.

"l think their stuff should be
protected by the First Amend·
ment," York said. "If people
have a problem with it, they
should just turn it off."

,;s
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GLAil -rO BEE YR'LL
Onyourway
BRCKI
to class stop by for one
of our GREAT Croissiant breakfasts or try
one of our deli sandwiches or our
FAMOUS ...

1/3 Pound Burgers!

''This just doesn't make sense
to me," Ridgeway said. " I don't
know if we'll carry it in the
future, but I know we don't
carry it now."

Located across from Pogue library

Both Paducah stores require
IDs before anyone can buy an
album stickered with a lyrics
warning. Neither Murray stor e
makes that same requirement.

"Just listen for the music"

32 oz. Hold on styBnt gel
w/ pump
32 oz. Splaah lU%111'7 shampoo
w/ pump
Replar price $37.95 a set

Special $24.95 a set·

THE MANE EVENT
WELCOMES
MSU STUDENTS

BROCATO INTERNATIONAL

North 12th Street - Un iversity Square
/ --- ......

753-6263

Appointments or Wa lk-in s Welcome
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GEffiNG TO KNOW YOU...

NAME:

Randy Jordan

CLASS: Freshman
MAJOR: Accounting
HOME: Wilmore, Ky.
MY FAVORITE THING
ABOUT MSU:

ihat it is far away from home.•
IF I COULD CHANGE ONE
THING AT MSU:

"More food selection, I guess, around here on
campus:
and TOM WHEELER

Choral Union looking
for new voices in choirs
Steve Michelson ts looking for
some of the best kept secrets on
campus.
The new d irector of chora l activites at Murray State University is searching for students
who sang in high school or
church choirs, but for some
reason, put their voices to rest
on campus. And that, he said, is
why three .new chorrs are cut·rently being formed.
The Choral Union will be
comprised of peopl~ from Mur·
ray and sur rounding area:,, including students. This com·
munaty choru1' is open to
students through th~ continu·
ing education program, offering
academic credit and music
experience.

1

In addition, the Choral Union
will join Murray State's concert
choir and chamber orchestra in
December for a presentation of
Handel's " Messiah."
No auditions are required for
those interested. Simply report
for the first rehearsal Sept . 17
in the choral room , second floor,
Price Doyle Fine Arts Center.
Michelson also is initiating a
men's chorus and a women's
chorus. These groups are opPn
to anyone with prior singing ex·
perience and both will work
with the conc(•t•t choirs.

I

The women's chorus meets
from 2:30 p.m. until 3 p.m. on
Fridays, wilh the men's chorus
meeting~ following from 3 p.m.
until 3:30 p.m.
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• Generra
• Union Bay
• Guess
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• Chaps
• Hilfiger
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• Ultra Pink
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• Glrbaud
• Major Damage
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""coupon

25°/oOFF

Any Men's or Ladies' purchase
Good Only Saturday Sept. 8th
From 9 a.m. - 8 p.m.
Not valid on already reduced items
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CORN-AUSTIN downtown, Murray
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Downtown Murray
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Students serve the BSU
•
•
•
as summer m1ss1onar•es
were there and about their
family and I learned not to tipStaff Writer
toe but to be straightforward
For some Murray State with them too," she said.
students summertime means a
"Missions is closer to home.
chance to earn extra money You don't have to be sent
through a job. For others it may overseas or out of state. You
mean a chance to get ahead in don't have to be sent anywhere.
school by taking summer Missions is just a way of life. It
courses.
is not temporary, it is an everyFor two Murray State day lifestyle," Vaughan said.
students this past summer was
Vaughan had some challenga chance to do something a little ing words to those who may be
different.
thinking about being a summer
missionary.
Audrey Vaughan, a junior
psychology major from Mt. Ver·
"lt is an excellent opportunity
non, Ill., and Gary Boling, a to get to know yourself~tter.It
junior accounting major from taught me a lot of things and
Owensboro, both spent their made me grow up," she said.
summers as summer mis·
sionaries through the Baptist
Boling worked in the Costa
Student Union.
Meda Baptist Association north
Vaughan served as a of San Francisco, Calif.
counselor at Spring Meadows
He travelled weekly to difChi I d r en's .Home in ferent churches leading VacaMiddletown.
tion Bible Schools and working
as a counselor in youth camps.
Spring Meadows is a home for
Boling said his experience exabused and discarded children.
Vaughan al<ing With another posed him to a different side of
studen~, Laura Brandon, from missions,
the University of Kentucky,
"It showed me how important
was responsible for leading missions is, not just nationwide
creative recreational games and but worldwide and how impora daily bible study called "free tant it \s we support misspirits."
siodaries a nd pray for them,"
Vaughan said she initially he said. 1
had some misgivings about how
Boling also had encouraging
well she would be able to relate advice for anyone wanting to do
to t he kids.
summer missions.
"It would be a great ex"I couldn't ever say 'I know
what you mean' or'l know how perience for anybody. 1 heard
you feel' because 1 didn't," she somebody say 'you don't have to
have any kind of talent to be a
said.
summer missionary. All you
Vaughan said when she first have to do ia go and be willing
started working with tne kids to be used,"' he said.
she was very unsure as to how
Both Vaughan and Boling
she should treat them.
had t he same response when
they were asked what they
"For a while I would really would tell ot her students who
tiptoe around them and try not were thinking about being sumto offend them, but they were so mer missionaries.
straightforward and most of the
kids would tell you why they Both replied, "Do it.''
By SHAWN LOCKMAN
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Whether )'OU need a computer to wri~ papers cr
Cftate gnphica, cbarta and apreadaheete, t!.ere\ an
IBM ~\nona~ s,.tem1T that\ right for )'0'1.
The IBM PS/T family of COII!puten hu fNf:rJthi~t~ )'OU ubd for... including preloaded eoltwaR,
• epecialltUdent price and a&rdahle loan ..,..
All model. come with IBM DOS 4.0,
Microeoft Windows 3.0. 3.5-inch dielrette drive and
an IBM Mouee.
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The Murray Representative
Patrick Rowland
753-9437
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Architectural,
Engineering,

Visit Artlines for all your art supplies or special orders. f{::n
We also do custom matting and framing.
Shuw us your MSU J.D., Staff, Faculty or Student, and get 10%
off supplies in stock. (Does not include special ordering, framing,
or otherwise marked specials.)
Other store specillls include 20% off framing, and 50% off prints,
unless otherwise tMrked. We're your new neighbors, so come by
and get acquainted!
~ 1409 Main Street 753-0017 1!

r........................ . ......1

1

Gra~~:

What's your art?
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STUDENTS, FACULTY AND STAFF'
OF MURRAY STATE UNIVERSITY
ASWELLAS
MEMBERS OF THE LOCAL AND AREA COMMUNITIES

YOU BRE IDVITED TO B LECTURE
ENTITLED

.. THE SOVIET UDIOD:
B PHOTOGRBPHIC: ESSBY ..

I

TO BE GIVEN BY
Photo by TOM WHEELER

Leonard Smith, a freshman undeclared major from Hickman, Is
one of several students who reside In Richmond Hall - the male
freshmen experience dorm.

RODBLD J. KURTH, PRESIDEDT
ffiURBBY STBTE UDIVERSITY
THURSDAY, SEPTEMBER 13
3:30P.M.

University designs halls
to help freshmen adjust
~y

PATRICIA CASH

'Each wing becomes a
type
of family. '
Being in a new place can cer·
lainly be frightening -Stansberry
Staff Writer

especially if you do not k now
anyone. This can be atte:;ted to
by many college freshmen
However, living in a freshmen
expcriellce dorm can take some
ofthe apprehension away.
These freshmen experience
residence halls we1·e deKil,rned to
help fresh men make friends
and adjust to the rigors of col.
!ega life.
"Special programs such a~
Study Buddies, a program
where students with the same
classes are pul int.o study
groups, a re coordinated by
housing and the resident ad·
visors," said Marc Stansberry,
hall director at. Richmond Hal1.
Residents al!IO till out surveys
on what type of programs t hey
would attend m their ha lls.

LOVETT AUDITORIUM
ON THE CAMPUS OF MURRAY STATE UNIVERSITY

SPONSORED BY

THE COLLEGE OF FINE ARTS AND COMMUNICATIONS,

THE DEPARTMENT OF ART
AND
THE CLARA M.

beneficial. Freshmen are living
with people who will have the
sume problems, classes nnd
apprehent~ions.

"Each wm~ becomes a type of
family," Stansberry said. "They
make friendships that will last
fm· the remainder of their years
in college and very possibly
afterwnrd."
Mo~t

~GLE

GALLERY

THE LECTURE IS AN EXTENSION OF THE EXHIBITION OF PHOTOGRAPHS
BY DR. KURTH PRESENTLY ON DISPLAY
IN THE CLARAM. EAGlE GALLERY
ON THE FOURnl Pt.OOR
PRICE DOYLE FINE ARTS CENTER
THROUGH SEPTEMBER 16

incoming freshmen o.sk

ti> be placed in a freshmen dorm

for these very reaaons and
do not regret their
decisions.

~enemll y

Anita Gillalipie, a freshman
acco u nting maj or from
Owensboro a nd Shannon Ken·
d all, a fresh man political
science a nd criminal justice major, also from Owensboro, are
two of those freshmen who requested a freshmen hall and are
enjoying it.

For example, Springer Ha ll , the
female dorm, has previously
had programs on "everything
f1·om travel abroad to makeup
and colors,''· said former resi·
"We t·eally like our RA. One
dent Kristy Mcintosh.
Richmond, the male counter· night she made us cookies while
we were studying," Gillaspie
paTt, has had programs on
said.
suicide and study skills. The
programs presented this year
They like rooming together
will depend a great deal on and living with others they can
what residents want.
relate to. Being surrounded by
Besides these programs, the others you can relate to helps a
experience of living in an all great deal when trying to adjust
freshmen dormitory is to n new plac(' with new faces.

DISCOUNT
COMPUTERS
ALL SYSTEMS BUILT TO ORDER!
Basic system, 640 KB RAM 1 floppy
$455
Basic system with 2 floppy drives
$538
Basic system with 20 MEG HD
$755
With wordprocesslng, spreadsheet software
All come with keyboard and amber monitor

PRINTERS
Near letter quality printer
$209
letter quality printer
$329
Prlnten come with 6 ribbons and cable

STUDENT COMPUTER PRCKRGE!
SYSTEM INCLUDES:
Computer, 640 KB Rom, 20 MEG HD, 1 floppy disk, omber scr ee n, 1000
sh eets of poper, 25 floppy disks, NLQ print er with 6 ri bbon s ond cable.
Word pro cess ing sortwore / spellche cker spreadshee t, dotobose
software.

T .J.'s Bar,_,B,_,Q
Delicious Hickory-Smoked Bar-B-Q

RLL FOR $994

Call Tom at 762-4217

Welcome Back
Students!

BoH 8181 Woods Holl
•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••

Check out
our weekly specials!
!UI.IIP---~~

•

Convenient drive-thru window.

$25 off
.:
F.

-"1.-.;;.-a:-..:=---v-.:;aa.~--..:a:-.nr..IIIIDIIn:"~

806 Chestnut

753-0045

---

'"'

S10 off

on the purchase of any
on the purchase of any
computer
printer
offer void after 10/01/90
LIMIT ONE PER CUSTOMER
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UCB ' Madness'
kicks off events
of fall semester

Fashion shoes.for today's woman at work or play

~k

By HANK DREW
Staff Writer

Andrea L. Hogancamp

Murray Madness was an ex, citing even t to kick off the year.

Owner

Open
9:30 a.m.-8 p.m. Monday~aturday
1 p.m.-~ p.m. Su~
Olympic: Plaza
7~9-4795

The event started with a
Rtreet. fair, with music supplied
by Z-100. Included in the street
fair were air ball, mini-golf, a
pitching speed meter, a basketball game, a football toss and a
golf game.
Also featured in the street fair
was the cosmic orbitor, which
allowed the students to defy the
laws of gravity by turning each
other upside down in a circular
swing.

WITH THIS COUPON

14K GOLD
HERRINGBONE
7" BRACELET

Jwain White, a sophomore
from Union City, Tenn., said he
thought it was great for the
school to give the students
something to do.
"[really appt·eciate the school
for doing some things directly
for us," White said.
After the street fair, the band

Y B Normal rocked the crowd
with a mixture of cover songs
and some of the band's original
material.
Y B Normal is from Memphis,
Tenn., and has been together
for two years.
The band consists of Dwight
Hoffman, bassist; Chuck Phaff,
keyboards and backiu).t vocals;
'Alan Queen, guitar; Richard
Lee. percuss ion and Cary
Hazlerig, vocals and guitar.

cv
Several students tried to defy the laws of gravity in the cosmic
orbitor during UCB's Murray Madness. UCB Concert Chairman
Rick Marshall said the street fair was • success.
Hoffman sa1d Y B Normal has
Board, said the sound of the
an epic progressive sound,
band was great.
which is "an anthem of things
"I was really impressed with
to come."
the number of people who came
out," Marshall said.
The band will release t heir
Capping ofT the evening's
first record. "The Awakening,"
events was a screening of M~at
around the first of October.
The band said they enjoyed ballR on the side of the Curris
playing to the Murray State Center.
Mu r ray Madness was
University crowd.
sponsered by the UCB, MSU
Rick Marshall, Concert Chair Food Services, Z-100 and Silk
• for the University Center Worm.

Cold flash •
Can you resist the idea of Colombo Frozen Yogurt
sending delicious chilly shivers down your spine?

at

Subby's
Subs-N-Yogurt

New Hours;
Monday- Friday 10 a.m.- midnight
Saturday 11 a.m. - midnight
Sunday Noon - midnight

FREE DELIVERY ($4 ~mum)
CALLABOUTPARTYSUBSAND
VEGGIE TRAYS

Dixieland Center
753-SUBS
1 block east of the tennis courts on Chestnut St.

--
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GREEKS
Continued from Page 18

''Through sorority you meet
more people, make more connections. gain leadership skills
and learn to organize your time
- things I th.ink future
employers will like to see,"
Esterle said. "If I wasn't in
sorority I would have to try
harder and purposely join more
groups to get those experiences.
Being Greek forces you to be active and be a leader and a
follower because you are always
on committees and involved in
all types of activities."
Mark DeReign, a sophomore
saftey engineering ml\ior from
Caruthersville, Mo. and rush
chairman for Kappa Alpha
fraternity, said being Greek
does have some disadvantages.

"Some people look at some
Greek organizations and
stereotype them, and that hurts
us (Greeks) as a whole,"
DeReign said. "I think Greeks
at Murray State have a pretty
good image because we do a lot
for this campus and the
community."
Lisa Whitaker, a senior
elementary education ml\ior
from Murray and rush chairman for Alpha Gamma Delta,
said most conflicts that arise
between Greeks and nonGreeks on the Murray State
campus are simply the result of
misunderstanding.

"I wish there was some way
for Greeks to let non-Greelu see
that we are really no different

from them," Whitaker said.
"Every ml\ior has it's groups art, music, theater - Greeks
are just larger and more visible
than some other organizations
on campus," Whitaker said.
Lisha Brumbaugh, a junior
broadcast journalism ml\ior
from St. Peters, Mo., and
member of Alpha Sigma Alpha
sorority, said although being
Greek does help students get involved on campus and in the
community, it is not the only
way to be active during college
years.
"It all comes down to per·
sonality,'' Brumbaugh said. "If
you can go out and go for it
there are many other things to
get involved in -being Greek is
just an ad~ plus."

RAllNJBOW
CCAJR WASH

bl
lb
hi

b
I
61

lh

641 North
New touchless automatic
6 Super vacuums
Air freshener
Attendant on duty for assistanc~

61 r
l·

dAI bblbj bDb~ Qj61~ AlA Jbblbl bDb~ Qj610A 16!
To Tease the Palate and Please the PUrse

Fresh lmpot18d Cheeses
Whole BeM Coffees
Compleee Mexican Food Dept.
ChlneM Cooking lngredents
Teas, Chocolatet, Olives, Soups,
Vlnegara, Mustards, Jellles, Nuts

BEL AJR SHOPPING CENTER
Murray

753·5679

CotJ.9ratul:ates
'Jft.e neta. Stc.Jma. Ptec:£9e Cta.ss
Darla Armstrong
Christine ~h
Krista Barr n
Cindy Baumgart
Stacey Bell
0
Brenda· Boehm
0
Shannon Carroll
Stacy Corder / . /
Andrea DeBoer ·
Tracy Dupree
Heather Eddins
Angie Finch
Julie Fhx
J anece Franklin
PattyGau
Johnna Hart
Heide Heiss
Melody Helgerson
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Dean's Series highlights
students, faculty talents
By TERESA MAYS
Staff Writer

Diversity, cr(!ativity and ex·
pression are a few qualities
which will be exhibited by Mur·
ray State University during the
second annual "Dean's Series"
for the 1990-91 academic year.
Gary Hunt, dean of the Col·
lege of Fine Arts and Com·
munications. said the eight fall
and four spring programs
feature talents of faculty,
students and guest artists from
the college in a variety of
events.
Hunt said the series is meant
to serve u an appetizer in
stimulating the cultural palates
of our patrons with the hope
that they will attend many of
the programs offered
throughout the year.
Hunt said the purpose of the
series is to bring together the
student and faculty artists.
"It is focused entirely on stu·
dent and faculty ," the dean
said. "These are only the best
programs we will have this
year."
Variety is the focus, he said.
''We hope to expose a variety
of things: dance, student art,
faculty, plays by Beckett and
Shakespeare and musical programs," he said.
ft'he series involves
cooperative efforts of the col·
lege's four academic depart·
menta and the campus radio
station and includes recitals,
concerts, plays, exhibits and
lectures.

Gary T. Hunt
Departments in the college
are art, journalism and
radio/television, music and
speech communication and
theatre. WKMS.FM, the cam·
pus radio station, is an affiliate
of National Public Radio. Each
department and WKMS have
some involvement in the series
from performance to publicity
to broadcasting.
"Dean Series" has free admis·
sion charge and Scholarship
Series programs with a aug-.
gested donation.
Fall events in the series
include:
.sept, 11, Faculty Showcaae
Recital featuring faculty artists
performing solo and chamber

ensemble music at 8 p.m. in the
Farrell Recital Hall of the
Doyle Fine Arts Center.
•Sept. 28, visiting artist
large·scnle drawing exhibit
reception and discussion featur·
ing Gary G. Gaffney of Cincin·
nati, Ohio, at 7 p.m. in Eagle
Gallery of the Doyle Fine Arts.
•Oct. 5·6 and 11-13, Universi·
ty Theatre production of
Shakespeare's "The Tempest"
at 8 p.m. in the Johnson
Theatre of the Doyle Fine Arts.
•oct. 16, University
Chamber Orchestra concert at 8
p.m. in Lovett Auditorium.
•Nov. 4, Symphonic Wind
Ensemble concert at 2 p.m. at
First Baptist Church.
•Nov. 9, guest artist site·
specific, found object and wood·
cut prints exhibit reception and
discussion featuring Joel
Feldman of Murphysboro, Ill.,
at 7 p.m. in Eagle Gallery.
•Nov. 13-17, University
Theater Production of "Samuel
Beckett: A Remembrance" at 8
p.m. in Johnson Theater.
•Dec. 4, Chamber Orchestra
and Concert Choir performance
which includes a presentation
of Handel's "Messiah" at 8 p.m.
in the Curris Center ballroom.
"Dean's Series" events for
spriq semester 1991 include a

;=: e=~b~~

specific work.
The Robert E. Johnson will
Murray State University be the location of several prostudents sometimes think ductions this semester.
Shakespeare ' s , "The
there is nothing for them to do
Tempest," the story of young
on campus.
By taking a quick glance lovers and the triumph of
around, however, it's easy to good over evil will run Oct.
see that there will be plenty of 5-6 and 11·13.
things to keep students busy
"A Musical Poupourri,"
Nov. 1-3, and " Samuel
this semester.
The Clara M. Eagle Gallery, , Beckett: A Rememberance,"
located in the Price Doyle Nov. 13-17, rounds out the
Fine Arts Center. will be · theater's fall schedule.
Tickets for the shows are $5
hosting several events this
semester, Melody Weiler, • for individuals, $4 for
chairwoman of the art depart- students and senior citizens.
Season tickets are also sold.
ment, said.
The music department will
"Right now, we have an e~·
hibition of some photographs also be sponsoring several
taken (by Dr. Ronald Kurth) events for both students and
in the Soviet Union that we'd the public: this aemester.
The Festival of Champions
really like people to come by
and ~~ee,'' she said.
Marching Band Contest, for
"We will also be having an high sc:hool banda, will be Oct.
exhibition oflarge-scale draw· 6 at 10 a.m. in Stewart
inp by Gary Gaffney later on Stadium.
in September,'' Weiler said.
Other music department
A workahopldemonstration events include a Monstor
v.ill be held Sept. 27 and Sept. Piano Concert, Oct. 18 in
2tl at the gallery by Gaffney. Lovett Auditorium at 7 p.m.,
A reception and lecture will • and the Phi .Mu Alpha/Sigma
Alpha Iota All-American Con·
also be held the 28th.
A free installation c:ert Nov. 8 at 6:46p.m.
workshop, conducted by Joel
Another university offering
Feldman will be held at the is •Cinema Intermational,
gallery Nov. 5-9. The artist which presents a prosram of
will show how to construct international feature films
and install an original site- and abort subjects.

·-

STRAIGHT TO THE POINTE:

Tt.e Murray

s..te

April 9; a student art exhibit, Untwreity Dane. Compeny le juet one of "*'Y programa offefed
April 12; and a University within the College of Fine Arts and Communlc:Mion.
Dance Theatre production,
~
April 25.

L-------=-----....:.______. . .;. . ;.,. ;. . .;.____

Arts abundant on campus
By KRISTIE HELMS
Assistant Campus Life Editor

STAFF PHOTO

The films are shown each
Thursday evening at 7:30
p.m. in the Currie Center
Theatre. Admission is free for
both students and the general
public.
The film selction for the fall
!ltlmester began Aug. 30 and
will end Oct. 25. The films are
sponsored by the Center for
International Programs, the
University Center Board, the
Office of Student Affairs, the
College of Humanistic
Studies and the Departments
of English , Foreign
Languages and History.
The MSU Dance Company
will be holding an open house
meeting Sept. 20 at 3:30 in
the dance studio, which is
located behind the stage in
Lovett Auditorium.
"We'd like to get people who
have a desire to dance but
think that they don't know
how," Roeemary Fletcher, ar·
tistic director of the danc:e
company said.
An informal studio concert,
sponsored by the dance com·
pany, will be held Nov. 29 at 7
p.m. in the danc:e studio, ad·
miuion is free.
The MSU Dance Company
holds open meetings each
Tueaday and Thursday at
3:30 p.m. in the dance studio.

Mallett assumes duties
as new music chairman
By BRAD CRAFTON
Staff Writer

From an Iowa farmtown.
Europe and Alabama,
Lawrence Mallett comes to
Murray State to replace Roger
Reichmuth as chairman of the
department of music.
Mallett was chairman of the
music department at the
University of Montevallo in
Montevallo, Ala., near Birm·
ingham prior to taking the posi·
tion here. Mallett also had to
resign the presidency of the
Alabama Association of College
Music Administrators.
Mallett earned his
undergraduate degrees in
music and music education at
the Ulliveraity of Iowa, his
master's in music from Ohio
State University and his doc·
torate in music from the
University of Iowa.
Mallett said be baa no per·
aonal cleaigns for the direction
of the music programs. He said
that is up to the individual band
directors, but he will be there to
consult. For now he is concern·
ed with the re-ac:erediclation
process and the general direc·
tion of the department as a
whole.

Lawrence A. Mallett
"MUJTay State has an ex·
cellent reputation as both a
department and university on a
national level," Mallett said.
While he was director of
bands at Gustavus Adolphus
College in Minneeota, Mallett
took a band to Europe for a
aeries of concerts. He had
toured Europe as a member of
the University oflowa band and
as asaistant director o( the Purdue Univenity band, but he
was going to try something different since this time it was his

band.
In addition to' hia chairman
duties, Mallett will teach
"We're in the middle of a aeJf. claaeea in clarinet and seminar
study report," Mallett said.
COU1'1Iel,
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Students, faculty of MSU feel eft
Aug. 2 Iraq invades

Military call-up could affect
students in guard, reserveS
By LEJGH LANDINI
Assistant News Editor

On Aug. 2, Iraq invaded its neighbor
Kuwait. Since the invasion, the United
States has ~nt troops to Saudi Arabia as
part of a multi-national peace keeping
force .
Joe Easley, a Murray State University
student, was caJled up from the Reserves
to serve last week on active duty. Easley,
a senior .n ursing m$r from Marion, is a
staff sergeant out of the 118 Aero
Medical Evacuation Squadron for the
Tennessee National Guard in Nashville.
He was unavailable for comment.
If the situation in the Middle East
worsens, other MSU students who serve
in the National Guard or Reserves could
also be called to active duty.
Abo.ut 73 MSU students were serving
in the National Guard or Reserves last
spring, said Bill Furgerson, director of
Veteran Services and coordinator of
placement. This number wu derived
from those students serving with the National Guard or Reserves who have filled
out the necessary paper work in the
office.
The Veteran Services office is currently enrolling students in the National
Guard or Reserves. Fewer students are
expected to sign up this fall.
"There is a sizable . reduction in
numbers from last spring. Most of the
reduction in numbers may be this thing
of if whether they're going to be called
, up or not. Th'! other is a combination of
ROTC and (National) Guard," Furgerson said. "There's every indication that
because of the situation, enrollment is
iOing to be reduced from last spring."
Under the Simultaneous Membership
Program, students are able to serve in a
National Guard or Reserve unit while
being enrolled in Reserve Officers'
Training Corps in college. The students
receive pay from the ROTC and their
unit.
They also serve as a third lieutenant
and are assigned to an officer to receive
training as an "fficer, said Capt. Todd
Harrison, recruitment officer of ROTC.
The majority of the ROTC cadets at
Murray State are enrolled in the
Simultaneous Membership Program,
Harrison said. He added that if the Middle East situation worsens and more
units are called up, the enrollment in
ROTC would be reduced.

1

"The ones who have been in the
military would like to keep their skills
up to date," he said.
Wayne Dunn, a senior political science
~r from Almo, served with the Army
before returning to school and being
commissioned as a second lieutenant
through ROTC.
"The main reason I got out of the
regular Army was to go through ROTC
and become an officer. The National
Guard provides me with some income
plus it keeps my skills honed,'' Dunn
said. "So I'm not completely out of the
military yet, so I can still have some
responsibility and get the experience of
Guard."
The m$r effect of a call up among
MSU students serving in National
Guard or Reserves would be a suspension in their education, perhaps indefinitely because of the uncertainty of
the Middle East situation.
If students were called to aciive duty,
the University would completely refund
their tuition and there would be no
academic penalty against the student,
said Phil Bryan, dean of admissions.
Scott Haywood, a senior occupationaVsafety and health major from
Paducah, said if his unit were called his
education would be delayed. Haywood
served three years of active duty and is a
member of the 100th Army Reserve.
Dunn and Haywood said they do not
expect either of their units to be called to
active duty in the Middle East.

last spring, said John Yates, assistant
dean of continuing education and
academic outreach.
The decline in the number of students
is because of the deployment, be said.
"We have two other contracts with the
Army which have been suspended indefinitely," Yates said. The two contracts are educational counseling and
basic skills education.
Ya tea said the effect of the deployment
has been a changed schedule and a
reduction in the number of classes offered at Fort Campbell.

Kuwait over oil prieces,
Kuwaiti loans to Iraq, and
territory claims.

Aug. 8 Iraqi soldiers seize
more than 300 foreigners,
including 28 Americans.

Aug. 7 President Bush
~

One class, an undergraduate emergency medical technology class, has been
cancelled for the semester because ofthe
deployment since the class was mainly
composed of soldiers.
Yates said there are still a few soldiers
enrolled who were not a part of the recent deployment and civilians and
spouses of the soldiers who are taking
classes.
Although the Fort Campbell programs
have been affected by the deployment,
the Bachelor of Independent Studies
degree program for soldiers hu not been
greatly affected, said Stan Groppel,
director of the BIS program.
"It hasn't impacted the BIB degree as
much as it might other programs at Fort
Campbell. The BIS degree ia designed
specifically for persons who can't come to
campus," Groppel said.

Groppel said the BIS seminar schedul"Right now, it's not likely that my unit ed at Fort Campbell this fall may have to
will be called up because we're infantry be cancelled.
and they're not calling up the combat
units yet. If they did, they'd call us to
man a fort such as Fort Campbell, unless
it gets really bad," Dunn said.
"If I was activated I'd go to Fort Knox.
By LEIGH LANDINI
Our mission is to train troops as drill
Assistant Newl Editor
sergeants. But that would more than
Although the situation in the Middle East
likely happen if the draft. was accontinues to remain uncertain, the
tivated," Haywood said.
possibility of the draft. being reinstated is
Paul Starbird, a junior nursing major
slim.
from Cadiz, said the probability of his
Lew Brodsky, assistant director of public
unit being called, the 475th MASH unit,
affairs for the Selective Service System,
was ''pretty high."
said if the draft was reinstated it would require an act of Congress, but the possibilty
The units which are more likely to be
does not exist at this time.
called, Furgerson said, are the more
''We've had no contacts to date from Conspecialized units which provide support
gress, the President or the Office of Defense
services such as the medical, transport&·
to reinstitute the draft. with the present
tion and water purification units.
situation," BrodAky said.
Dunn, Haywood and Starbird said they
We are obviously ready to perform the
plan to continue their educations after
mission of reinstating the draft. if Congress
"So if those units (of the MSU ROTC
returning from active duty, if called to
gives us notice," be said.
cadets) leave, those cadets would be
serve.
If the current situation worsens and the
taken away from ns. So it will affect our
Starbird
said
if
he
was
activated
it
President
finds it necessary to reinstate
program by reducing our numbers,"
would not disturb his family life since he
the draft., he would call for a special session
Harrison said.
has already served in the military.
of Congress.
Brodsky said, if the draft was reinstated,
"Right now none of our cadets a.-e in
"It's a part of the military. Everyone
a lottery system would be established to
danger of being mobilized,'' he said.
has to do ;t at one time," he said.
determine the order of the call up of men
Until recently, students enrolled in
The National Guard and Reserve call- between the ages of 18 and 26.
ROTC and a National Guard or Reserve
Currently, a man is required to register
ups have affected only one student in
unit were exempt from being called up
with the Selective Service when he reaches
Murray. But, the University has lost
for active duty. However, that regulahis 18th birthday. Brodsky said currently
several students from its classes held at
tion has been changed.
Fort Campbell because of the call up of 13 million men between the ages of 18 and
the 101st Airborne division to duty in 26 are registered with the Selective
If students are called to active duty,
•
Saudi Arabia as part of "Operation Service.
they must deploy with the unit
Brodsky said the lottery system would be
Desert Shield."
regardless of whether they are members
set up by birthdate and those dates would
"We're hoping that dependents might
of ROTC, Harrison said.
be assigned a number. The higher a
make up some of the ditl'erence in enroll·
number, the less likely that number would
Students who serve in National Guard
ment," he said.
be called. He said the numbers 270-336
or Reserves can be divided into two
would probably never be called.
groups, those who have served in active
duty or those with no prior military serThis fall, 60 to 70 students are enrolled
If the draft. was reinstated this year, Brodvice who use the units for educational
in Murray State classes at Fort Campsky said, men born in 1970 would be among
assistance, Furgerson said.
bell compared with 125 to 150 iltudents

orders Americans Troops
to Saudi Arabia.

Aug. 11 Fort Campbell sent
1".

Aug. 17 Bush decides to cc
shortages of specialists in Pf

· Aug. 18 U.S Navy ship fire~
tankers.

Aug. 20 U.S. troops move il

Aug. 24 Saddan Hussein d
embassies including the Am•

Aug. 27 U.S. expells 36 Ira
rest.

Sept. 2 41 Americans relaa
Kuwait.

Possibility of draft is slim
the flrst ones drafted, and then if the need
existed for additional men, those ages 21
would be called. The last ones to be called
would be those ages 18 to 19.
The draft could be reinstated rapidly if
the need arose, Brodsky said.
"Once the Selective Service got the go
ahead from Congress and the President, the
system would move rapidly," he said.
The d.raft. would have several ditl'erent
features than the draft. which was used dur·
ing the Vietnam War in the 1960s. One of
the new reforms is the abolition of student
deferrments, Brodsky said.
Under the reforms a student who waa
drafted could have a postponement until
the end of the academic semester. Students
with senior status could receive a postpone·
ment until the end of an academic year so
he could graduate, Brodsky said.
The only student defemnents which
could be granted are ministerial deferr.
menta, because ministers cannot be drafl.ed.
In the administration of President John
F. Kennedy, deferrments were granted to
married men. However, those deferrments
are no longer granted. Now deferrments are
only granted in cases of hardship, Brodsky
said.
He said the hardship must be proven to
the person'slocal draft board and the defer·
rment is usually reserved for cases where a
man must support a disabled parent.
Another misconception is the "solesurviving son" clause. Brodsky said this on·
ly applies in peace time.
This provision states that any person
whose immediate family member has died
as a result of combat or military service is
exempt from serving if it is not a declared
war, Brodsky said.
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ects of crisis in Middle East
Faculty may face active duty
if Middle East crisis worsens
By JAMES G. LOCKWOOD
Staff Writer

When Saddam HU88ein sent his Iraqi
troops into Kuwait on Aug. 2, most
Americans did not forsee an American
involvement that included a national
mobilization of forces.
Graphic by ROB WILKERSON

~s

17,000 to Saudi Arabia.

~I

up military reserves to meet
irsian Gulf.
, warning shots at two Iraqi oil
1 offensive

forces toward Kuwait

etains staffs at various
3rican Embassy.

But little more than a month later,
thousandS of regular army forces have
been sent to defend the Saudi Arabian
border, leaving gaps in the domestic
forces - gaps that are being filled by
some of the·Army's reserves.
This is the fll'8t time reserves have
been called into active duty since the
Vietnam War.
The reserves are made of soldiers, both
men and women, who serve one weekend
a month and two fuJl.weeks a year train·
ing for situations like the present one
while still working full·time in a civilan
job. Some oftheae reserves include facul·
ty, even MSU faculty.
And when the call comes for them to go
active, they must respond.

qi diplomats and restricts the

sed from American Embassy in
-...

Linda Clark, an associate professor in
the department of nursing, received her
orders before classes began. She left
Aug. 27 to join her unit in Georgia.
However, Clark has been the exception
for reservist8 that work at Murray State
University.
·
Merritt Lake, an instructor in the
department of occupational safety and
health, is a major with a reserve army

Graphic by ROe WMEASON Mel PATTIIEYaLE

unit stationed in St. Louis. His title, en·
viromental science officer, makes him a
good candidate to be called into action,
but only if there is a war.
If Lake were called into duty, he would
be placed on the front line with many of
the fighting soldiers to monitor the air
quality.
If Iraq were to use any form of
chemical weapons, Lake's job would be
to make sure the American soldiers
could breathe the air that might be con·
taminated with colorless, odorle81 gases.
Lake has received an invitation to
volunteer for active duty, but he has not
accepted yet, he said. That doesn't mean
he wouldn't go, though.

"I see too many parallels with .Nazi
Germany and the build up (of soldiers) in
Iraq," Lake said.
Lake said he does not trust Hussein, a
man who resembles Hitler because he
uses his army to conquer small nations
until he gets big enough to take on
larger nations and possibly the world.
"You don't sit on a bayonet waiting for
it to be used," Lake said, quoting
Timemagazine.
Even if war does not develop, Lake
said he thinks the soldiers will be in
Saudi Arabia for a while.
"Even if Iraq pulls out (of Kuwait)
tomorrow, occupational forces will stay
until Christmas." he said.
If that happens, Lake said the govern·
ment will be digging deep into the

reserve units, which make ap 55 percent
of the United States' armed forces.
"Because of the heat, troops must be
recycled every 90 days," he said.
According to the national media, many
of the reservists being called into action
are leaving private law and medicine
practices and, consequently, are taking a
salary cut to defend the nation.
•
Families and bills are scaring some
reaervist8 from volunteering since per·
sonal interests sometimes oub.vay na·
tiona} interests, but some reservil¢s feel
like they owe their nation a patriotic duty to defend it.
Sam McNeely, an associate professor
' in the department of management and
marketing, is a mejor with the tOOth
Division stationed in Danville.
His unit has not been called into action
yet, but that does not mean he is not
ready to go.
"We ahould be deployable," McNeely
said of the men and women who join the
reserves. "If I am asked to go, I am to
volunteer."
While Mcneely's rank in the reserves
would probably pay him as much as he
makes as a Murray State professor, he
said the money does not matter.
"I do feel I have a patriotic obligation,"
McNeely said.
Reserve units in Kentucky, Tennessee,
and Dlinois have been called into active
duty.

Middle East crisis is evident at gasoline pumps
By LORI SHAIN
Staff Wl'lter

Since a reCent international boycott of crude oil from
Iraq and Kuwait, nearly four million barrels of oil per
day have been kept off the world markets, increasing
oil prices to the highest level in five years.
The gasoline price increases have hit the pocketbook
of almost every working person in the nation. The effect on Murray State University students and other
persons in Murray are no exception.
People in Murray can expect to pay an average of
$1.29 a gallon for regular unleaded gasoline.
"Since I live two-and-a-half hours away from campus,
higher gu prices make it harder for me to go home
often," said Lori Tucker, a senior business adm·
ministration mejor from Owensboro. "When I do go
home I'll just have less spending money until prices go
down."
However, Calvin Clark, owner of tbe Chevron gas
station on West Main Street, said he believes it is the
small gasoline busineaaes that are feeling the full effects of the gasoline price increase.
"The public sees higher gas prices and what it does to
them. What they don't see is the small businesses that
are in trouble," Clark said. "Many of them are hurting
bad or worse than the general public."
Clark said the gas prices Murray and other parts of
the country are experiencing have caused an overall
slow-down in the use of automobiles and an increase in
people trying to pump their own gas when it is
necessary to drive somewhere.
"I've seen more people walking past my business and
riding bikes since the gas price increase than I have
seen in my three years of business here," he said.
The manager of 641 Super Shell Service, Greg Fuqua,
said their business is experiencing many of the same
effects. "The high gas prices cut our business for

awhile, but our shop work helps to keep profits up," he
said.
Fuqua said many of the people that stop at the station
on U.S. Highway 641 in South Murray stop to get a $10
fill-up to go south.
Minda Buchanan, assistant manager of the Propel
Station at 401 Sycamore St., said most people purchas·
ing gas there do not decrease the dollar amount that
they buy, only the quantity they receive. "Of course
business is going to slow as gas prices continue to go up,
bu~ I pay the same prices as everyone else does," she
satd.
"Nobody likes the high gas prices, so nobody buys
more than they have to put in their car," said Tina
Cuningham caahier at Quick Check Food Mart on U.S.
Highway 641 in North Murray. "Business here is about
the same because people have to buy it."
Jody Straud, a eophomore education mejor from Clinton, agreed that sometimes buying gasoline at higher
prices is a necessity. "The gas prices really don't effect
me very much. The way I look at it, if you have
somewhere you must go and it's not within walking
distance, then you have to get there somehow, right?"
she said.
"It doesn't matter whether gas is expensive or not,
when you've got to go, you've got to go," she said.
However, as the uncertainty of the situation in Iraq
and Kuwait persists, there are many steps people can
take to save mmoney at the gas pummp as well as ex·
tend the U.S.'s current supplies of oil.
They include carpoolini, unloading the trunk of the
car of unnecessary items, maintaining adequate tire
pressure at ~he u.pper leve.l of the recommended range
and performtng stmple mamtenance checks on vehicles
regularly. Driving skills such as observing 55 mph and
Pho:o by JOHN lEANING
65 mph s~ limits on the highways and anticipating Students feel the effect. of the Middle Eat crl8l8 directly at
traffic condttlons can also help stretch a vehicle's miles pumps.
per gallon.
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Radio-·announce-r m-al<es
'travel in time almost real
By JAY MOREHEAD
Staff Writer

Travel back in time where the
greats of the musit business in·
eluded ~uch names as Billie
Holiday and Doc Severinson.
This time travel is possible if
you listen to the jazz programing offerred by WKMS and exmusician Bobby Bryan.
Bryan began his music career
at the age of 14 when he traveled with th~ Don Strickland
Band through Minnesota,
Wisconsin, Iowa and across
other northwestern states.
Bryan contributeR his interest
in music to his older brother
and cousins. His brother bought
records and Bryan began to get
interested.
"In the old days they used to
sell records 25 and 30 cents a
piece new," Bryan said. "But
they sold them off juke boxes
after they had played them. So
for a nickel or a dime you would
get one side that had not been
played."
After listening to the records
Bryan said he began to play the
saxophone with others who attended school with him and who
Jived in the area.
Bryan along with his junior
high school band teacher, who
was a former jazz player, began
practicing every night after
school That summer he went
on thP road seven days a week.
Though Bryan was only 14, he
said he believes his road life
prepared him for life better
than any type of schooling could
have done.
Bryan said that summer proved more valuable than anything
he has done. ...
.
..It was not a very pleasant
way to Jive," Bryan said. "We
would pull into gas stations in
the middle of the night and had
towashupintheservicestation
· restrooms."
"And about once a week we
would rent hotel rooms and
would all get showers •• Bryan
added.
'

Bobby Bryan
.People did not go out on the
road for the money, Bryan said.
People did it to pleue the public
and because it was an exciting
life.
"We got a lot of money, but we
spent every dime we had on
food, clothes and traveling," he
said.
"It was a fascinating life,"
Bryan said. "Some would say
fourteen is a little too early, but
it did not kill me so I guess it
was alright."
Bryan said he believes that today the music business has
changed not only in the money
realm but in how the musicians
handle their music.
"When I was playing we were
there to entertain the public, we
were not there to entertain
ourselves nor did we consider
ouraelvea artists," he said.
Bryan said he thinks changes
in music have come about
th1·ough this idea that music is
for the entertainer and not for
the audience.
"About 1950, musicians
started to think of themselves
as artists and turn it into an art
form,'' Bryan said.
"They wanted to get across
their own ideas whether the

listener liked them or not ,
Bryan said.
·
From this idea Bryan t~aid
rock a nd roll developed a nd
becaml• the biggest cha nge m
the music busi nes~.
"Out went the business and in
came rock and roll because the
listener liked that. and why
not? It was simple and easy to
follow," Bryan said.
Bryan $aid he has no one
favorite musican to which he
draws his stylt> ami interests.
"There are too many guys
that are so talented," Bryan
said. "However, I think that the
one guy that has made a fan tastic contribution through the
years is Bennie Carter."
Carter started playing" alto
saxophone in the twenties.
" As a musican I have the
most respect for him," Bryan
said.
Bryan quit playing in 1953
and retired to the Murray area.
And in 1980 he joined WKMS
as the stations jaz.z producer.
Bryan has many suggestions
to help those who are interested
in a career in radio. But he
points out two as being the biggest keys to success for todays
radio personnel.
"You will never make it in
radio if you are not a good
reader," Bryan said.
" But most impo1-tant, be
aware of programing for the
listener," Bryan said. "We are
here to play what the listener
wants to hear, not what we
want to hear."
Bryan plans to continue at
WKMS and his latest series is
now ai1·ing on 96 stations in 37
states.
The ..Lady and the Cats"
series began Sept. 2 and will
run for 13 weelu. It focuses on
Billie Holiday and her support
musicans. It is being telecast by
satellite through the help of the.
Kentucky Tourism Cabinet and
the Bank of Murray.
Bryan invites all interested
listeners to contact the station
for the complete series listings.
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Racers open season at Louisville
By GREG ALLEN

Assistant Sports Edrtor

feature Michael Davis, Conrad
Reynolds, Kenny Fla gg and
Dwayne Depp.

FOOTBAll
" He's even gone further than
that a nd predicted a nat ioinal
championship," Mahoney said.

Davis, a 6-foot 190·pound
senior fullback from Elkmont,
Ala., finished first among Racer
r unning backs l ast year,
t·ushing for 398 yards.
Returning at receiver will be
last year's top receiver James
Huff, a 5·fOOt·10·inch 185·pound
senior from Nashville, Tenn.,
who had 38 receptions for 656

RACERS vs.
I
The Series:

u oflleads
9-6

-Last Yell's

• Last Year's

Record:

Record:

6-4-1

6-S

OVC(l-3)

First MeetJns:
t.oclll\ltne 14, MSU o
I
(192n

from Hartford, who was second
on the team in tackles with 121.
At outside linebacker is
another All·America a nd AJJ.
OVC candidate Shelton Bw··
russ, a 6·foot·1·inch 195·pound
senior from Buffalo, N .Y., who

t·eturns to the position after a
year at safety.
Although U of L has bigger,
faster players, Mahoney thinks
the Racers can win.
" [ believe we ca n win every
game," Mahoney said.

Lady. flacers drop three on West Coast trip
By MICHAEL PADUANO
Sports Editor

Sometimes it takes a step
or two backw8l·ds in order to
take a giant leap forward.
In preparing for t heir
defense of the Ohio Valley
Conference Tournament ti·
tle, the Lady Racers spent
Aug. 31
Sept. 1 playing
against some of the best col·
lege volleyball teams in t he
nation.
Head coach Oscar Segovia
said the be!:lt volleyball in
the nation is played in
California and playing
against nationally ranked
competition will give the
Lady Racers some idea of
what they neel to improve.
"(The matches) let us know
what we have to solve to
become champions again,"
he said.
The Lady Racers lost all
three of t heir matches but,
Segovia said he was pleased
with their play.
"We gave them some great.
competition," Segovia said.
The West Coast swing
began with two matches
Aug. 31 against San Diego
State University, ranked
18th in the nation, and U.S.
International University.
San Diego State crushed
MSU in the first set, 15·5,
but the Lady Racers were
able to stay close in the next
t.wo !lets, losing 16·14 and
15·11.

U.S. International also did
not lose a set to the Racers,
winning 15·3. 15·9 and 15·9.
After t he first two losses,
MSU met Loyola Marymount Sept. 1 and won the
first game 15·13. After split ·
ting the next two games,
LMlJ captw·ed t he final two
!'lets to take the ma tch.
Segovia sa id he t hinks t hat
experience in five set mat·
ches will help the Racers win
matches in the future.
"We have to stay mentally
and physica lly tough ,"
Segovia said.
Despite the slow start,
Segovia said the team will
improve with experience.
The La dy Racers retum
eight players from last year's
championship squad , in·
eluding 1989 frrst·team All ·
OVC performer Kim Koehler
and second·team All·OVC
5election Lee Ann Allen.
Koehler, a senior from
Marion, ill., was the OVC
Tournament Most Valuable
Player, holds team records in
kills, kills per game, d igs,
di~ per game, aces, ace!\ pe1·
game and matches played.
Allen, a 6·1 senior from
Quincy, Ill., holds or shares
16 school records including
career solo blocks, caz·eet·
total blocks, blocks per
game, positive points and
ma.tches played.
Jill McCoy, a 5·11 senior
from Quincy, Ill., is second in

Photo courtesy of MSU ATHLETICS

Kim Koehler dives for the ball during the Lady Racera recent West Coast trip. The Lady Racers
will host Evansville 6 p .m . Sept. 11 at Racer Arena.

career set·vice aces m MSU
history with 123.
McCoy was selected us
OVC Player of the Week
once la!'lt year.
Also retw·ning from last
year's squad are: Jill Doty, a
5·9 junior from Hoopston Ill.;

_.....__ ....

Jodi Price, a 5-7 junior from
Elkhart, Ind.; Amy Rhodes. a
6 · 0 so p homot·e from
Louisville: and Beli nda
Rubio, a 5·4 sophomore from
Round Rock. Tex.
The Lady Racers have four
ti·eshmcn this season: Denise

Donnelly, a 5 ·7 setter . hitter
from Pulaski Ill. . Stacy
Geralds. a 5·7 outsidt hitter
from Lenzburg, Ill.; Jenny
Highland a 5-4 setter from
Lafayette, Ind.; and Kristie
Siebert, a 5 -10 outside hitter
ft·om Marshfield, Mo.
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-p resents
''Commuter Week''
For all commuter and non-traditional
students and their families

Coming Sept. 19-22

,

Be there! Wednesday & Thursday 7-10 a.m. for
Continental Breakfast in the Stables.

Free
Food!

For more information call
762-6951
/

--

~
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Tennis teams have high hopes
By JOHN WRIGHT
Staff Writer
Practices have begun and
hopes are running high as the
Munay Stnte men's and
women's tennis teams prepare
for their upcoming ~easons.
The men's team returns four
of its six starters from last
year's team that fini shed sc·
cond only to Tennessee Tech in
lhc Ohio Valley Conferenct: ln!!t
year. However, finishing ~econd
is something not too familiar to
the Racers, for lust year marked
the end of Murtay State'~ string
of 10 straight OVC titles.
Last year the Racers prac·
tically had to rebuild. Tony
Wrctlund and John Schncidct·.
Murray State',; numbf.r one and
two players from the year
before, had graduated and
taken a combined rec01·d of93-4
wilh them. Also, number three
seed and OVC champicm Jonns
Bergrahm had graduated us
well .
" We knew it would be a strug·
gle because Tech had everyone
back from the year before and
we had lost our top four players.
It's always disappointing to
come out ~ond, r mean, the
goal is to win. But they worked
hard and it was a good group we
ended up having last year,"
s:\ld Head Coach BennH'
Purcell.
The Racers will begin the
season with more experience
than the 1989-90 tenm. Toma::
Hult, a senior fwm Upp:;ala,
Sw~den •·eturns as the Racer's
number one seed and OVC
champion last year but. th•~Y

ll«tumlna MIU

Paducah.
Purcell believes that Jimmy
Brooks, a redshtrted fr~Rhman
Men
from Louisville, Andy Poore, a
fre!'hman from Indianapoli:->,
ThomaS Hull. Sr.
Ind. and Frederick Kjus, u
Doug Hawthorne. Jr.
fre:ihmnn from Oslo, :\'orway,
Scolt Yerbrough, So.
t.tchMI Hall, So.
could all see act ion. Kjus ohm
will become the 15th
Norweigian to piny for Murmy
Women
State.
Allison Carr, Sr.
Purcell said fall pr~pare8 the
Corrine Dlderlk, Jr.
playe1·s
for tht• rugged OVC
_!.ana Allcod<. Sr.
season which lwgins in the ~pr·
ing. He also )'laid the fall season
will not have ~tat'tcrs Rob
is the lime for challenge mat·
Olmsted and Mathias Anfelt
ches between team members
who have left the team.
Three underclassmen. Doug which determine seedings for
Hawthorne, Scott Yarbrough the upcoming sea!'On.
Purcell said con:;istent play
and Michael Hall, all have at
least one year of experience from the three newcom~trs, the
additonal yea1· of experience for
under their belts.
Hawthorne, a junior from
the four other players and
Bloomington, lll., return~ nfter another big year from
compiling a :.!4-8 •·ecord laRt Hawthorne will be the keys to
season which was Lhc best on the Racers' succc~;s this ~eason.
On the women's side, the
the team. He al~ won the
number three !'teeded OVC title Lady Racers will try to improve
on a third-place finish in the
last season.
Yarbrough. a .~ophomore from OVC la:~t year that easily could
.Jasper, Ind. , and Hall, a have been a fin;t-place finish
~ophomore from London, On · Head Coach SherTVI Rouse said.
"Overall, everyone played
tario, combined for n 33-24
really well." Rouse said . ''They
record last sea~;on .
Yarbrough and Hawthorne had the desire to win."
" However, we had a lot of inalso comhined t.o win the
number one seed OVC cham - juries all ypm· long and that
pionship last season and Purcell hu1"l us and had that not hap·
indicated they would team up pened, we muld've won the conference," said House, who
again this year.
Adding depth to the Racer ente1·s her fourth year as the
lineup will be Scott. Crafton, a Lady Racer head coach.
freshman from
HendertlOn,
Shannon Mungle, a freshman
Se4t TENNIS
f•·om Paducah, ond Chad
Page 18
Dowdy, a sophomore li·om

Tennis ,.,.,..

WITH TBII COUPON

14K GOLD HERRINGBONE
OR ROPE 18" CHAIN It 7"
BRACELET

ONLYS99

ASK US HOW EASY IT
SAY FAREWELL TO FLAT HAIRr
vavoom Volun)izing Trealments ror magnr..

cent body and shine, w\llloot a lot ol cull. And
VaVoom Volume Genefators'"fof easy home
care. plus high-energy Slyling excitemenl
We have 11 1111. Just ask us!

Angles
H

1 N.

''Broke My Chainr•

No Problem
Broken chains, ring sizing or loose
stones...
See the Jewelry Repair Specialist

J.T. Lee, Jeweler
Monday - Friday

Dixieland Center
759·11 ..1

10 a.m.- 6 p.m.

"Where your ideas turn. to gold."

~m ·

..

WORLDPAR'JY
(j()()I)IWI'

II \1110

ALACK
SAR8ACH

ITt
STRYPIR

AG41NST THE lAW

Dixieland Center

753·0113

~urray
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SPORTS NOTEBOOK
8TH E CINC I NNATI
BENGALS HAVE picked up
former Racer offensive tackle
Eric Crigler off waivers.
Crigler was added to the Cincinnat.i's reguhtr season roster
after injuries and trades
decimated the starting front .
Crigler, who finished his
career as a two-time All-Ohio
Valley Conference and AllAmerica selection.
The Bengals selected Crigler
in the tenth round in the 1990
draft.
8PRICE COAKLEY SHOT
A RECORD . 66 at Miller
Memorial Golf Course Sept. 1
during qualifying for the
Racer golf team.
Coakley, a r e d - shirt
sophomore from Calvert C!ty

had six birdies and 12 pars and
recorded nines of 34-31.
The team is preparing for
the Murray State Inter·
collegiate at Miller Memorial,
Sept. 14-15.
8DANNY AMATO AND
GREG DUNCAN were
chosen as preseason AllAmericans by the Don Hanson
Football Gazette.
Amato, a senior linebacker
from Hoboken, N.J., earned
first team honors.
Amato led the Racers in
tackles and assists in 1989.
Duncan, a senior from Qt.
tawa, Ontario, Canada. was
named to the third team.
Duncan was the Racers
leading scorer in 1989 and was
9-14 on field goals and 31-32

FOOTBALL
VOl.lEYB.Aii

I
on extra point attempts.
Wide receiver James Huff, a
senior from Nashville, Tenn.,
offensive lineman Keith
Askin , a senior from
Louisville, and linebacker
Shelton Burruss, a senior from
Buffalo, N.Y., all received
honorable mention All ·
American awards.

81N MEMORY OF TIM
BAECHLE the Racers will day night's contest with
wear his number, 69, on their Louisville.
8DARRYL BROOKS OF
helmets for the 1990 season.
Baechle, who died last spr· TENNESSEE STATE
ing in a car accident, would UNIVERSITY, the leading
have been a red -shirt basketball scorer last year in
the Ohio Valley Conference, is
sophomore this season.
Baechle's family will be academically ineligible to play
guests of the Racers at Satur· this year, coach Ron Aber·
nathy said last week.

TENNIS
Continued from Page 17
The quest for an OVC title
could be a struggle however.
The Lady Racers will have to
replace five players f1·om last
year. Gone are Alice Johnson,
Bobbi Koehn, Celine Neefkes,
Becky Naughton and Corrina
Gunther,
who would have
played this season but, will be
sidelined due to shoulder

----- ___ -__-------···
::--------==-·-·
---------

_... -~ -· ·
.. .....

p1·oblem~.

....

The Lady Racers will build
around Allison Carr, a senior
from Murray, Corrine Diderik,
a junior of Oostzaan, The
Netherlands and La.n a Allcock,
a sophomo1·e from Paducah.
Diderik and Allcock were
undefeatt1d as a doubles com·
bination in OVC play last year
and Rouse said they will pro·
bably be put together again this
season. "They know each other
real well on the court and tht•\'
should be just as strong thi,
year," Rouse said.
Five freshmen will try to
make Rouse's rebuildin~ j11h a
little easier. Sherri Be~;~:s of
Louisville, Cris Granaki of
Michigan City, Ind., Sula Du·
quesne of Vancouve1·, British
Columbia, Krist i Rydholm of
Newberg, Ind. and Theresa
Ramage of Mattoon, Ill. will all
\' ie for plaving time this sea!';on.

•:••••••••••••••••
Welcome Back:•

.
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Students
~
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••
•
•••
••e

:
Tommy's
:
: Baseball Cards :

: Fleer
Donruss : ·
: Topps Score
:
: Minor League Sets :
:

Tax No. 014261

:

e
•

TOMMY GOODWrn
Owner
901 Coldwater Rd.

e
•

e

e

••••••••••••••••

STUT IN IMPRESSIVE RESUME
WITB I COLLEGE ELECTIVE•
I Mili~0~cience
I
Take an introductory courM from Army ROTC.
With no obUgmon. You'll begin to acquire the
confideiiCe; MJt~. deciatYeneU, aDd
leederahip l1dUs 10Ught by employers of eo11ege
graduates. And you'll learn how you can place
"Army Officer" oa your resume when you
graduate.
•
Set a coune for ncceu this term. Register
now for an Army ROTC elec:tive.

.I

liMY ROTC
1D 11111'1'111' c:DU.III CGnll !Ill CD TID.
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Strickland's choice
was the right one
It seems that Murray State
Athletic Director Michael
Strickland hn, gone against the
infinite wisdom of the Racer
Club nnd extended the contract
of head football coach Mike
Mahoney.
Mahoney, who has a 16-15-1
record in his three years at
MSU, l'ecently teceived a threeyea•· contract extension which
will run through the 1993
season
During Mahoney's stint as
head coach, the Racers have
been winners but, they have not
won anything.
MSU has struggled within the
Ohio Valley Conference during
Mahoney'!< tenure and last
year's 6-4 -1 mark (3-3 in the
confeencel wa!'l Mahoney's best
team at MSU.
The masses that practice their
three-hour moment of silence
five times a year at Roy Stewart
Stadium know that Mike
Mahoney iR not a polished, big
name coach who wears a tie and
will finish his career nicknamed after an animal.
The present Racer football
coach has his faults, like most
people. He ahows the girth of an
ex-lineman, exposes his emo·
tiona for all to see and is not the
biggest fan of the Racer Band
when the MSU offense is on the
field.
So does Mike Strickland
deserve criticism or praise for
a·ehiring Mahoney?

A
•

SAVE A TREE,
A
RECYCLE THIS PAPER! •

SPORTS

COMMENTARY

Mike
Paduano

VIHOCAUan'a
...d
NIN'nNDO MNTALS
caTRAL c • ..,....
MUWMY, KaTUCKY

Sports Editor

Before making a dectston
remember that Colorado would
love MSU's off-the-field record
and Austin Peay would love
Mahoney's on-the-field record.
With Mike Mahoney the
Racers know what they heve
and anyone else could be a gamble.
If the MSU athletic departmt-nt had decided to find a new
coach their options would have
been limited. Who would coach
here? A low profile program at a
basketball school is not going to
command the attention of a bigtime coach.
And the Racer Club, the
group which was formed to
raise millions of dollars but,
just causes a few headaches.
The wealth of sports knowledge
and game strategy has proved
itself worthy of allowing its expert opinions to seep through
the protective walls of Roy
Stewart Stadium and into the
sports pages. Remember when
they were out for Steve
Newton's basketball coaching
job?
Mahoney knows what he is
domg and the players know
what they are suppoStd to do, so
Is the MSU ~football team let's leave him alone and let
headed in the right direction?
him do his job.
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VID.O SUP•R •ToR•
OVER 5,000 MOVIES AND 400 NINTBNDOI

MORE FOR MONDAY
RENT ANY MOVIE OR NINI'ENDO ON MONDAY
AND RETURN IT ON WEDNESDAY
1WO FOR 'nJESDAY
RENr ANY MOVIE OR NINI'ENDO AND GET ONE FREE
(EQUAL OR LESSER VALUE)
WACKY WEDNESDAY
RENT 1st MOVIE AT REGULAR PRICE
2nd MOVIE HALF PRICE

.------------------------1

THURSDAY'S THREE ~ JR A TAN
RENT 3 MOVIES OR NINTENDOS AND GET A FREE TANNING
SESSION AT BI G KAHUNA ( Does not include 49 ~ m OVies)
SWAP SUNDAY
REnJRN A $2.50 MOVIE BEFORE 5 P.M. FORA MOVIE OF
LESSER VALUE FREE (NINTENDOS NOT INCLUDED MAY NOT BE 1'RADED IN ON $2.50 MOVIE)

MONDAY-THURSDAY
VCR &2 MOVIES
NINTENDO PlAYER and
$4.95
2 GAMES
VCR-$3
$6
-NOT GO<lD WlTB A1'fY onD!:R OPFER OR COUPON·
Late c:hargca are based on a movie'a n:gular rental price NOT on any "apcdal' price

.
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Mond1y-Thul8d-v
10em.·9 pm .
Fnd1y..S.turday
10 • m ·10 p.m .
Sunday
1 prn-8 p.m
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*Applications are in the Student Government Office, 1st Floor of the
Curris Center.
-There will be a candidates meetinr at 4:30p.m. on Sept. 12, in the Ohio Room, Curris Center.
*Applications are due in at noon on Sept. 12 in the Student Government
Office, 1st Floor, Currie Center.
-To be eligible you must be a full time freshman student in your first or second semester.
t')~
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$ PAIDPOSITION $
*Applications art! available in the Student
Government Office.
*To be eligible you must be a full time
student with at least a 2.0 cumulative G.P.A.
• Application deadline is noon on Sept. 19,
in the SGA Office.
*Interviews will begin at 5 p.m. on
Sept. 19, in the Barkley Room.

*Applications are available in the Student
Government Office.
-To be eligible you must be a full time
student with at least junior statUI and have at least
a 2.0 cumulative G.P.A.
*Application deadline ia noon Sept. 19,
in the SGA Office.
*Interviews will begin at 6 p.m. on
Sept. 19, in t he Barkley Room.

*Applications are available in the Student Government Office.
*To be eligible you must have at least a 2.0 cumulative G.P.A.
*Application deadline is noon Sept. 19, in the SGA Office.
*One student from each collere will be selected.

For further
information contact
Student Activities Office
762-6951

·
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Wolff System Tannin.g Center
Olympic Plaza
753-WOLF
*New Sundash beds
* 14 fully equiped
tanning rooms
* Experienced & knowledgable
staff to assist you
* 3 stand up units
* No appointment neccessary

an

at
the
BEST!
,

--
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·Runners·win meet

What's black and white
and read all over?

'

·. despite high temps
By MICHAEL PADUANO

CROSS
COUNfRY

Sports Ed1tor

' •

The men's and women's cross
country performed well in their
first meets of the year despite
missing practice time because
of the hot weather.
The Racers were able to
defeat Austin Peay State
University in a dual meet 2040
at Miller Memorial Golf Course
Sept. 2.
The Lady Racers finished se·
cond behind Southern lllinois
University in a four team meet.
SJU defeated MSU 27-38 with
Eastern Illinois University
finishing third with 68 and
Austin Peay fourth with 108.
Men's coach Stan Nru·ewski
said he is happy with the progress his team has made.
"We feel really good about the
shape that some of our guys are
in," Narewski said. ''They
worked really hard over the
summer."
Despite Austin Peay capturing the first individual spot. the
Racers took the next five to win
the meet.
In the women's meet, SJU
took four of the top six spots
with newcomer Heather Huhn
the top finisher for the Lady
Racers.
Lady Racers head coach
Margaret Simmons said she is

1

The Murray State News

'We feel really good
about the shape that
some of our guys are
in. They worked really
hard over the
summer.'
-Narewski
optimistic about the upcoming
sea!!On.
"If the weather would get better, we could train like we
should," Simmons said.
Simmons said it could be
dangerous to have tough
workouts during the recent hot
weathet·.
The men's team has been trying to practice through the heat
by having workouts at night
and doing interval training,
which allows more l'est time
than usual workouts.
Narewski said he does think
his team has progressed well
though.
''I feel we are a step or two
ahead of last year," Nat·ewski
said.
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*BUY - SELL* - TRADE*
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Piggly Wiggly;
Open 24 Hours
Monday-Friday
7 a.m.-Midnight
Saturday & Sunday

Golden Age • Silver Age • New Comics

Gaming Supplies, Ball Cards
Back Issues, Posters
Graphic Novels
Subscription Discount Service
Dixieland Center #6
Chestnut St. (next to Sunset Blvd.)
VISA & MasterCard

:a

Welcotne ack
Students

Prairie Farms
Yogurt
6oz

Emge Weiners
Regular or Beef
12 oz.

3 for .$1.39

99¢

Plggly Wiggly
Paper Towels

Oreo Cookies
Regular or Double
Fudge
16 oz.

2 for $1

$1.99

New fall fashions
arriving daily!
South 12th Street
and Glendale

753-9616

.,
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Your car will
shine so bright
you'll need shades!

Tile llulo Laundtp
11 02 Chestnut St.
753-1331

••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••
Present thla coupon when purchasing

THE WORKS PACKAGE
for a

Photo by JOHN KANINO

Racer quarterback Chrla Becklah dropa back to pen during
aummer practice. Becklah, a 6--0 sophomore from Hilton ·
Head, S.C., will lead the Racer's offenae against the
University of Louisville, 3 p.m. Saturday. Becklah will be
trying to replace Michael Proctor, who graduated with MSU
records In passing yardage, completion• and touchdown
passes.

FREE PAIR OF SUNGLASSES
(while supplies last)

1102 CHESTNUT

AUTO LAUNDRY

Tropical

Sno
at

101 N. 15th St.
(15th and M~Pn)

Introducing our new
Racer Special Account
A special account for MSU students.
• SO free 'Checks per semester

Don't forget

The Murray
State News
Every Friday!

-

•
•
•
•

No Minimum Monthly Balance
No per-check fee
Big M Money Machine Card (baed 011 awovall
Racer Special T-shirt

Bank of Murray
"THE FRIENDLY BANK"
11..-.riiDIC

Milia OliN
I0 I S. 4dl Strut
75J.II9J

"5 N. 12dt Slreet

Soadl , . _ . _ .
611 s. 12111 Slreet

753-6151

753-6161

U"'"'*J ._..

Alpha Sig pledges!
Congratsl I'm so proud
of you. Keep up the
good workl Razzle
Dazzle! Cheryl.

CLASSIFIED AD POLICY

We miss you David,
Cathy, Karen, Kelly,
Jana, Terry, Troy and
Mark. It's not the same
without you. From the
Newshounds.

Deadline ........... Friday 2 p. m.
Hou rs: Monday and Wednesday 3 p m. - 6 p.m.
Friday 8:30 p.m. - 10:30 p.m. and 1 p.m. - 3 p.m.

Closed weekends and holidays.
Eimcl cllange ot check *!IIW..t. NO AOS Will BE ACCEPTED OVER THE
PHONE. A<lt may be maned along wllh pay,_t to:

Reese, our anniversary
weekend was the BEST!
l ·hanks for three
awesome years. I love
you .

CLASSIFIEDS OEPAR'Tl,£NT
The Murray State News
2609 University Station
Murray, KY "2071

RATES

Jamey, our past four
years of wedded bliss
have been the best of
my l~e. I love you.

With MSU 10: 15e per word
Without MSU 10: 20¢ per word

OVER TWENTY WORDS
Wi1h MSU 10: 10¢ per word
Without MSU 10 15¢ per word
Bold Face - $1 per line
Attention Getters •
or vt/t/ - $1

Good luck to the "Unwed
Fathers• Intramural
softball team.

***

INDEX

To all the crew of Th•
Mu"ay Stat9 News and
MSU TV-11, I'm glad to
be back. Your friend,
Rob
•Rueben•
Wilkerson.

Com ing to Subby 's?
Congratulate Darren
Tocksteln
on
his
marriage to Renee Sept.
81

Leslie-It has been great
rooming with you. You
are a wonderful Big Sis.
Sigma Love, Marianna.

Wanted: a new back.
Mine Is cracked. Tim
·crackback• Capps.

Luigi, Remember these?
It's been the best year
ever. I hope for about 75
morel I really love you.
Mario.

Thanks to everyone who
helped A r 6 's with an
awe s ome
rush·
especially Mrs. W.,
Sh irley, Jeanie, the
gravel diggers and the
rug shampooers.
AMI House Crew: Let's
have a great time this
semester! Good luck to
all our GREAT pledges.
L.A.M.

To my Georgetown man:
Three years and going
strong! I love you with all
my
heart.
Happy
Ann i versary. Love,
Jennifer.

Laura, I'll miss you next
semester. We're the
only •old• ones left.
Ally son.
Joe, congratulations on
your new job and good
luck writing your thesis.
We'll miss you at the
newsroom. From the
Newshounds.
Kansas crew:
Let's
have a great time at SAA
National convention
next week at University
of Kansas! Leigh

Krlstie, thanks for being
the most special part of
the past five months!
Remember our dream
plan I Love always,
Cyrus.
Congratulations to all
the Psi one pledges of
Alpha Deha Pll

THIS SPACE COULD BE
YOURS
WITH
A
MESSAGE TO YOUR
SWEETIE. For more
information contact The
Murray State News
advertising department,
762-4478.
Cathy, welcome back to
school. Don't worry you'll be fantastic.
Laura.

Cfl,a,rti,e•s Sa,fe-T
:Discount

Pka,~ma,cy

0 j,

by Bausch & Lomb

.vr 25%
Good thru

Hey Jane • See that
parking spot? I'll race
yai Mel

off

F

A

S

T

Male and female models
wanted .
P h o t o
Cra f tamen
Ph o tography, Paris,
Tenn. 901-642.0291 .

FUNDRAISING
PROGRAM
$1000 In just one week.

Earn up to $1000 for your

campus organizatioo. Plus
a chunce at $5000 morel
This program works! No
invc:.tmcnt needed. Call
1-800-932-0528 Ext 50

Carrie, we all love and
miss you. Keep that
A6n spirit alive ! Pi
Love.

Two sofas priced to sell.
Call 753·1852.
Used furnhure. Chest of
drawers, couches,
chairs, beds, dishes and
much more. Jane'.a
Attic, Court Square
753-0852.

To the awesome AOO
pledges • Keep up the
great work. SMcC

To Robbe, Jarvis and
the
rest
of
the
Housedwellers, I hope to
Fat goat, lean lambs.
see •The Walk of
Mc Cory Farma,
Shame• preformed
Benton, KY 527-3767.
parade slzel (Except for
Radar. saving
We all
know ,.._._ _ _ _ __ _ _.;.._._ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
you're
yourself.
W.J.T.

C lassifieds!

Kim
and
Cherie,
welcome to MSUI Love
ya, Scott.

PERSONALStGREEK HELP WANTED
ROOMMATES
LOST & FOUND
BUSINESS SERVICES
RIDES
FOR RENT
MISC.
FOR SALE
NOTICE

T.J., Shayna, It's going
to be an awesome year
with AI.A I Hi Mary Kay, I
miss you .
Love,
Stacey.

Hey Matti How dare you
claim that I don, return
my messages. What a
groovy apartment you
have II

Pa gllal 'a:
Several
part-time or full-time
positions available. No
experience necessary.
Fringe benefits. Half
price on meals. Free
drinks. One week paid
vacation after one year.
Rapid pay Increases.
Apply In person only.
753-2975.
COLLEGE
REP
WANTED to distribute
•student
Rate•
subscription cards at
this campus. Good
Income. For Information
and application write to:
COLLEGIATE
MARKETING
SERVICES, 303 W.
Center
Ave .,
Mooresville, NC 28115.
WI"

C lassifieds!
C lassifieds!
C lassifieds!
C lassifieds!
C lassifieds!
C lassifieds!
Fast, Fun, and Simple! Tl)ars the easiest way to
sum up classified advertising in The Murray
State News. Send In your ad along with a check
for the correct amount or visit us at Room 111 In
Wilson Hall today!

Debby's Typing Service.
Call Monday thru
Sunday. 435-4546.
Knowledge of all
manuscript
styles
including APA.

(

Your ad
could
be here

1

Seeing Good,

Looking Good

•

See Nellie Lewis, Optician
for T"ofessional help in designing
"your look" in eyeware

Advertise with

Sunglasses; glasses; daily wear,
extended wear, tinted and disposable
contact lenses
310 N. 12th, Murray

The Murray
State News

753-8641
..

l
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, CUSTOM EMBROIDERY

, - - --------------- ------- ---------------,
I
I

:
I

~o
· 0/ o~z.z.
611
/0
~~

coupo~~
:.1~

.

Good towards the purchase of any I
Regularly Priced MSU Merchandise,
Gifts, or Garments.
1

l

C oupon Expires Friday Sept. 21, 1990.

I

L--- --~------ -- ---- - ---------- --------- - ~

OPEN TIL 8 PM
Monday through Friday
9:30 Til -5, Saturday

Central Shopping Center
Next to Wai-Mart

·--

~(K ~AI
One stop

Greek shop

MEMBER SINCE 1985

